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ON LOCAL GEOMETRY OF VECTOR DISTRIBUTIONS WITH GIVEN

JACOBI SYMBOLS

BORIS DOUBROV AND IGOR ZELENKO

Abstract. Based on the ideas of Optimal Control, we introduce the new basic characteristic of
a bracket generating distribution, the Jacobi symbol. In contrast to the classical Tanaka symbol,
the set of Jacobi symbols is discrete and classifiable. We give an explicit and unified algebraic
procedure for the construction of the canonical frames (the structure of absolute parallelism) for
all distribution with given Jacobi symbol. We describe all Jacobi symbols for which this procedure
ends up in a finite number of steps (i.e. all Jacobi symbols of finite type) and distinguish the
symplectically flat distributions with given Jacobi symbol, which in the case of finite type are
the maximally symmetric distribution among all distribution with given Jacobi symbol. Also, for
the most of Jacobi symbols we relate the prolongation procedure and the resulting prolongation
algebra, which is the algebra of infinitesimal symmetries of the corresponding symplectically flat
distribution, to the standard (in the sense of Kobayashi and Sternberg) prolongation of certain
subspace in the algebra of infinitesimal symmetries of the flat (unparametrized) curve of flags
associated with the Jacobi symbol. In particular, we show that as such subspace one can take the
algebra of infinitesimal symmetries of the flat curve considered as parametrized curve (i.e. only
symmetries preserving the parametrization are considered). Finally, we give an upper bounds for
the size of the resulting prolongation algebra in terms of certain spaces of polynomials vanishing on
certain projective varieties. For some class of Jacobi symbols we are able to identify the resulting
prolongation algebra with such spaces of polynomials. In this way we get the description of
the prolongation algebra for all Jacobi symbols of finite type appearing in rank 2 and rank 3
distributions and also for most of such Jacobi symbols appearing in rank 4 distributions. In
particular, in the case of rank 3 distributions this description is given in terms of the tangential
developable and the secant varieties of a rational normal curve.

1. Introduction

This paper is a culmination of a long-standing program for study of the geometry of non-
holonomic vector distributions via a novel approach called the symplectification/linearization pro-
cedure. This approach takes its origin in Optimal Control and in essence consists of the reduction
of the equivalence problem for distributions to the (extrinsic) differential geometry of curves of
isotropic and coisotropic subspaces (or, shortly, of curves of symplectic flags) in a linear symplec-
tic space. The extrinsic geometry of such curves is simpler in many respects than the original
equivalence problem.

In the earlier articles [15, 16] and the preprint [18] we used this approach to construct the
canonical frames (the canonical structures of absolute parallelism) for distributions of rank 2
and rank 3 on manifolds of arbitrarily large dimension under very mild genericity assumptions.
Later on, in order to interpret these constructions in more conceptual way and generalize them
to distributions of higher rank, we developed several new prolongation techniques such as Tanaka
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like theory for curves of flags [19, 20] and for flag structures on manifolds [21]. In the course of
our work we realized that we can distinguish a new basic invariant of distributions, the Jacobi
symbol [21], which is discrete and classifiable in contrast to the Tanaka symbol. In the present
paper we combine all this together to describe the uniform (i.e. without any additional branching)
construction of canonical frames for distribution with given Jacobi symbol. Our approach signif-
icantly extends the scope of the distributions for which the canonical frames can be constructed
in explicit algebraic terms, avoiding the problems of the classification of Tanaka symbols (graded
nilpotent Lie algebras) and the possible presence of moduli in the set of Tanaka symbols.

1.1. Equivalence problem for vector distributions: statement of the problem. A rank l
vector distribution on an n-dimensional manifold M (or, shortly, an (l, n)-distribution) is a rank l
subbundle of the tangent bundle TM . The group of germs of diffeomorphisms ofM acts naturally
on the set of germs of (l, n)-distributions and defines the equivalence relation there.

Vector distributions appear naturally in Geometric Control Theory as the sets of admissible
velocities for control systems linear with respect to control parameters and Geometric Theory of
Differential Equations as natural distributions on submanifolds of jet spaces.

A simple estimation shows that at least l(n − l) − n functions of n variables are required to
describe generic germs of (l, n)-distribution, up to the equivalence. There are only three cases,
where l(n− l)−n is not positive: l = 1 (line distributions), l = n−1, and (l, n) = (2, 4). Moreover,
it is well known that in these cases generic germs of distributions are equivalent. For l = 1 it is
just a particular case of Frobenius theorem. For l = n − 1 all generic germs are equivalent to
Darboux’s model, while for (l, n) = (2, 4) they are equivalent to so-called Engel’s model (see, for
example, [6]). In all other cases generic (l, n)-distributions have functional, and, thus, non-trivial
differential invariants. Often it is rather difficult to compute such invariants and to interpret them
geometrically.

The general way to solve equivalence problems was developed by E. Cartan by mean of his
method of “moving frames”. The main goal of this method is to assign to a geometric structure
on M the (co)frame or the structure of absolute parallelism on some (fiber) bundle P (M) over
M in a canonical way. First, it gives the sharp upper bounds for the group of local symmetries
of geometric structures and the explicit description of the group of local symmetries for the
maximally symmetric models. Second, it reduces the construction of full system of invariants
for the original geometric structure to the construction of the full system of invariants for the
absolute parallelism and the latter can be done easily [38].

For example, in his classical paper [9] Cartan associates a canonical coframe to any maximally
nonholonomic (2, 5)-distribution. This is the case of distributions of smallest rank in the manifold
of smallest dimensions where generic distributions have functional invariants. Cartan’s method
of equivalence was successfully applied to other classes of low-dimensional distributions, for ex-
ample, for (3, 6)-distributions by R. Bryant ([4, 5]). However, in the original Cartan prolongation
procedure one cannot predict the number of prolongation steps and the dimension of the bundle,
where the canonical coframe lives, without making the concrete normalizations on each step. The
latter often is accompanied with extremely tedious calculations.

Cartan’s prolongation procedure has been reformulated by S. Sternberg in the framework of G-
structures. However, geometric structures involving nonholonomic distributions do not properly
fit into this framework, because the information about the nontrivial commutators of vector fields
tangent to these distributions is not encoded in this framework.
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1.2. Tanaka approach. N. Tanaka developed a deep generalization of the theory of G-structures
which is perfectly adopted to nonholonomic structures, i.e. to nonholonomic distributions them-
selves or to nonholonomic distribution together with additional structures on them [32, 35, 3, 44].
Here we shortly describe the main notions and results of the Tanaka theory in context of distri-
butions.

First, passing from the natural filtered structure generated by a distribution to the correspond-
ing graded objects, Tanaka assigned to the distribution at a point a special graded nilpotent Lie
algebra, called the symbol of a distribution D at this point, which contains the information about
the principal parts of all commutators of vector fields tangent to D.

More precisely, taking Lie brackets of vector fields tangent to a distribution D (i.e. sections of
D) one can define a filtration

(1.1) D−1 ⊂ D−2 ⊂ . . .

of the tangent bundle, called a weak derived flag or a small flag (of D). More precisely, set
D = D−1 and define recursively D−j = D−j+1 + [D,D−j+1], j > 1. Let X1, . . . Xl be l vector
fields constituting a local basis of a distribution D, i.e. D = span{X1, . . . ,Xl} in some open set in
M . Then D−j(x) is the linear span of all iterated Lie brackets of these vector fields, of length not
greater than j, evaluated at a point x. A distribution D is called bracket-generating (or completely
nonholonomic) if for any x there exists µ ∈ N such that D−µ(x) = TxM . The number µ is called

the degree of nonholonomy of D at a point x. Let g−1(x)
def
= D−1(x) and gj(x)

def
= Dj(x)/Dj+1(x)

for j < −1 . Consider the graded space

(1.2) t(x) =

−1⊕

j=−µ

gj(x),

corresponding to the filtration

D(x) = D−1(x) ⊂ D−2(x) ⊂ . . . ⊂ D−µ+1(x) ⊂ D−µ(x) = TxM.

This space is endowed naturally with the structure of a graded nilpotent Lie algebra, generated
by g−1(x). Indeed, let pj : Dj(x) 7→ gj(x) be the canonical projection to a factor space. Take

Y1 ∈ gi(x) and Y2 ∈ gj(x). To define the Lie bracket [Y1, Y2] take a local section Ỹ1 of the

distribution Di and a local section Ỹ2 of the distribution Dj such that pi
(
Ỹ1(x)

)
= Y1 and

pj
(
Ỹ2(x)

)
= Y2. It is clear that [Y1, Y2] ∈ gi+j(x). Put

(1.3) [Y1, Y2]
def
= pi+j

(
[Ỹ1, Ỹ2](x)

)
.

It is easy to see that the right-hand side of (1.3) does not depend on the choice of sections Ỹ1
and Ỹ2. Besides, g−1(x) generates the whole algebra t(x). A graded Lie algebra satisfying the
last property is called fundamental. The graded nilpotent Lie algebra m(x) is called the (Tanaka)
symbol of the distribution D at the point x.

Given a fundamental graded nilpotent Lie algebra t =
⊕

j≤−1

gj Tanaka considered distributions

of constant type t, i.e. distributions D with symbols at any point isomorphic to t. Note that
in general the assumption of constancy of Tanaka symbol is quite restrictive, see discussions
in subsection below. Among all such distributions he distinguish the most simple distribution
called the flat (or standard) distribution of type t, namely, the left-invariant distribution on the
connected simply-connected Lie group with Lie algebra t such that Dt(e) = g−1, where e is the
identty of the group.
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Remarkably, the prolongation procedure for the construction of canonical frames can be de-
scribed uniformly, i.e. without any additional branching, for all distribution of constant Tanaka
type t. This construction can be imitated by the construction of such canonical frame for the flat
distribution of type t. The latter construction can be described purely algebraically in terms of
the so-called universal algebraic prolongation of the symbol t, which is in essence the maximal
(nondegenerate) graded Lie algebra, containing the graded algebra t as its negative part.

More precisely, the universal algebraic prolongation of the symbol t is the graded Lie algebra

u(t) =
⊕

i∈Z

gi(t) determined by the following three conditions:

(1) the graded subalgebra
⊕

i<0

gi(t) of u(t), i.e. the negative part of u(t), coincides with t;

(2) (non-degenericity assumption) for any nozero x ∈ gi(t) with i ≥ 0 there exists y ∈ t such
that [x, y] 6= 0 (i.e. adx|m 6= 0);

(3) u(m) is the maximal graded algebra satisfying conditions (1) and (2) above.

Note that if dim u(t) <∞, then u(t) is isomorphic to the algebra of infinitesimal symmetries of
the flat distribution of type t; if dim u(t) = ∞, then the completion of u(t) is isomorphic to the
algebra of formal power series of infinitesimal symmetries of the flat distribution of t ([32] section
6, [42] section 2).

The universal algebraic prolongation can be explicitly realized by constructing g0(t), g1(t) etc
inductively. Indeed, g0(t) is realized as the Lie algebra of all derivations a of t, preserving the
grading (i.e. such that agi ⊂ gi for all i < 0). Further, the space t ⊕ g0(t) is equipped with the
structure of Lie algebra in the natural way and we can define g1(t) as follows:

g1(t) =

{
f ∈

⊕

i<0

Hom(gi(t), gi+1(t)) : f([v1, v2]) = [f(v1), v2] + [v1, f(v2)],∀v1, v2 ∈ t

}

Now assume that spaces gl(t) ⊂
⊕

i<0

Hom(gi(t), gi+l(t)) are defined for all 0 < l < k. Set

(1.4) [f, v] = −[v, f ] = f(v) ∀f ∈ gl(t), 0 ≤ l < k, and v ∈ t.

Then let

(1.5) gk(t)
def
=

{
f ∈

⊕

i<0

Hom(gi(t), gi+k(t)) : f([v1, v2]) = [f(v1), v2] + [v1, f(v2)] ∀ v1, v2 ∈ t

}
.

The space
⊕

i∈Z gi(t) can be naturally endowed with the structure of a graded Lie algebra. The
brackets of two elements from t are as in t. The brackets of an element with non-negative weight
and an element from t are already defined by (1.4). It only remains to define the brackets [f1, f2]
for f1 ∈ gk(t), f2 ∈ gl(t) with k, l ≥ 0. The definition is inductive with respect to k and l: if
k = l = 0 then the bracket [f1, f2] is as in g0(t). Assume that [f1, f2] is defined for all f1 ∈ gk(t),
f2 ∈ gl(t) such that a pair (k, l) belongs to the set

{(k, l) : 0 ≤ k ≤ k̄, 0 ≤ l ≤ l̄}\{(k̄, l̄)}.

Then define [f1, f2] for f1 ∈ gk̄(t), f2 ∈ gl̄(t) to be the element of
⊕

i<0

Hom(gi(t), gi+k̄+l̄)(t) given

by

(1.6) [f1, f2]v
def
= [f1(v), f2] + [f1, f2(v)] ∀v ∈ t.
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It is easy to see that [f1, f2] ∈ gk+l(t) and that
⊕

i∈Z gi with bracket product defined as above is
a graded Lie algebra.

One of the main results of Tanaka theory [32] applied to the geometry of distributions can be
formulated as follows:

Theorem 1.1. Assume that dim u(t) < ∞. Then to a distribution D with constant symbol t
one can assign in a canonical way a bundle over M of dimension equal to dim u(t) equipped with
a canonical frame. In particular the dimension of algebra of infinitesimal symmetries of D is
not greater than dim u(t). Moreover, this upper bound is sharp and is achieved if and only if a
distribution is locally equivalent to the flat distribution Dt.

Thus, the Tanaka approach allows one to predict the number of prolongations steps and the
dimension of the bundle, where the canonical frame lives, without making concrete normaliza-
tion on each step as the original Cartan method of equivalence suggests. For this it is enough
to calculate the universal algebraic prolongation of the symbol t, or, equivalently, all algebraic
prolongations gi(t) up to the first vanishing one (if it exists). According to (1.5) the latter consists
of solving systems of linear algebraic equations.

Remark 1.1. More generally, given any subalgebra g0 of the algebra g0(t) one can define the
universal algebraic prolongation

(1.7) u(t, g0) =
⊕

i∈Z

ui(t, g0)

of the pair (t, g0) as the maximal (nondegenerate) graded Lie algebra, containing the graded
algebra t⊕g0 as its non-positive part. This algebra can be constructed by the inductive procedure
described by formulas analogous to (1.5): for this set ui(t, g0) = gi for i ≤ 0 and recursively
(1.8)

ui(t, g0)
def
=



f ∈

⊕

j<0

Hom
(
uj(t, g0), uj+i(t, g0)

)
: f([v1, v2]) = [f(v1), v2] + [v1, f(v2)] ∀ v1, v2 ∈ t





for i > 0. The space ui(t, g0) is called the ith Tanaka algebraic prolongation of the pair (t, g0).
The pairs (t, g0) appear as basic characteristics of distributions with constant Tanaka symbol t

and with certain additional structures on them. Such structures are called Tanaka structures of
type (t, g0). To define these structures first to a distribution of type t one assigns the principal
bundle P 0(t) of partial frames with the structure group Aut(t) of automorphisms of the graded
Lie algebra t: P 0(t) is the set of all pairs (x, ϕ), where x ∈M and ϕ : t → t(x) is an isomorphism
of the graded Lie algebras t and t(x) . Since g−1 generates t, the group Aut(t) can be identified
with a subgroup of GL(g−1). By the same reason a point (x, ϕ) ∈ P 0(t) of a fiber of P 0(t) is
uniquely defined by ϕ|g−1 . So one can identify P 0(t) with the set of pairs (x, ψ), where x ∈ M

and ψ : g−1 → D(x) i.e. it is a partial frame that can be extended to an automorphism of the
graded Lie algebras t and t(x). Let G0 ⊂ Aut(t) be a Lie group with the Lie algebra g0. A Tanaka
structure of constant type (t, g0) is any G0-reduction of the bundle P 0(t). In [32] Theorem 1.1
(except the last statement about the uniqueness of the maximally symmetric model) was proved
not only for distributions but for any Tanaka structure of type (t, g0). The last statement of
Theorem 1.1 is not true for general Tanaka structures (for example it is not true for the classcal
Riemannian metrics which is a particular case of them) but it is true for distributions (i.e. when
g0 = g0(t)) due to the presence of the grading element in g0(t).
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Remark 1.2. Further, Tanaka showed [33, 35, 7, 42] that if the algebra u(t, g0) is semisimple, then
the normalization conditions in the prolongation procedure can be chosen such that the resulting
coframe is the Cartan connection (a coframe with special nice properties) modeled by a parabolic
geometry. The E. Cartan and R. Bryant constructions for (2, 5) and (3, 6) distribution are the
particular cases of this theory, which includes also conformal and CR structures [39, 8].

1.3. Limits and weak points of Tanaka approach. All constructions of the Tanaka theory
depend on the symbol. Therefore in order to apply the Tanaka machinery to all bracket-generating
distributions of the given rank l on a manifold of the given dimension n, one has to classify all
n-dimensional graded nilpotent Lie algebra with l generators. Note also that the set of all possible
Tanaka symbols may contain moduli, i.e. may depend on continuous parameters.

The problem of classification of all Tanaka symbols is quite nontrivial already in dimension 7
(see [30]) and it looks completely hopeless for arbitrary dimensions. For example, as was shown
in [30] already in dimension 7 the continuous parameters appear in symbols of rank (3, 6, . . .)-
distributions (see models m7 3 3(α) and m7 3 13(α) there), and there are 6 more non-isomorphic
symbols in addition to that. In the case of (2, n)-distributions with dimD−3 = 5 there are 3
non-isomorphic symbols Tanaka symbols if n = 6, then 8 non-isomorphic symbols if n = 7, and
continuous parameters appear in the set of all symbols for n ≥ 8.

Hence, first, generic distributions may have non-isomorphic Tanaka symbols at different points
so that in this case the Tanaka theory cannot be directly applied, although a generalization of the
Tanaka prolongation procedure to distributions with non-constant Tanaka symbols is certainly
possible ( a slightly different aspect concerning the upper bound for the infinitesimal symmetries
algebra of distribution with non-constant Tanaka symbols was addressed in [28, 29]). Second,
even restricting to distributions with a constant Tanaka symbol, without the classification of these
symbols we do not have a complete picture about the geometry of distributions. In particular,
even in the case of rank 2 and rank 3 distributions the Tanaka theory gives a complete picture
only in few cases of low dimensions.

1.4. Geometry of distribution via symplectification. In [1, 2] Andrei Agrachev put forward
the idea that invariants of a submanifold of the tangent bundle of a manifold M (with respect to
the natural action of the group of diffeomorphisms of M) can be obtained by studying the flow of
extremals of variational problems naturally associated with this submanifold. In the case when
this submanifold is a bracket-generating distribution, the Agrachev idea can be briefly described
as follows (see section 2 below for more detail).

First recall that a Lipschitzian curve α(t) is called admissible (horizontal) curve of a distribution
D, if α′(t) ∈ D ∩ Tα(t)M for almost every t. Fixing any two points on M consider any functional
of integral type (for example, the length functional with respect to some Riemannian metric) on
the space of admissible curves connecting these points. Note that this space is not empty by the
Rashevsky-Chow theorem. The Pontryagin extremals of a variational problem are special curves
in the cotangent bundle T ∗M such that their projections to the base manifold M are candidates
for an extremum. They are described by the Pontryagin Maximum Principal of Optimal Control
[36]. Among all this extremals there can be extremals with zero Lagrangian multiplier near the
functional. Such extremals are called abnormal.

Abnormal extremals do not depend on the functional but on the distribution D only and can
be described purely geometrically in terms of D without referring to any auxiliary functional
on the space of admissible curves of D and using just the canonical symplectic structure on the
cotangent bundle T ∗M .
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For this consider the dual object to the distribution D in T ∗M , which is its annihilator D⊥,
i.e. the submanifold of T ∗M consisting of all (p, q) ∈ T ∗M , where q ∈ M and p ∈ T ∗

qM , such

that the covector p annihilates the space D(q). Also let (TM)⊥ be the zero section of T ∗M .
An abnormal extremal is a Lipshitzian curve in D⊥\(TM)⊥ such that the tangent line to it at

almost every point belongs to the kernel of the restriction of the canonical symplectic form σ̂ of

T ∗M to D⊥ at this point. Hence, abnormal extremals lie in the degeneracy locus W̃D of the form
σ̂|(D⊥ , i.e. in the set of all points, where the form σ̂|D⊥ is degenerate.

It turns out (see section 2) that if rank D is odd then W̃D = D⊥ and if rank D is even then

for any point q ∈ M the intersection W̃D(q) of WD with the fiber D⊥(q) over q is the zero level

set of a homogeneous polynomial of degree
1

2
rank D, which is the Pfaffian of the so-called Goh

matrix. In particular, in the case of rank 2 distributions W̃D(q) is a vector subspace of D⊥(q).

Moreover, in this case W̃D is equal to the annihilator of D−2.

As a consequence of the previous paragraph, for all odd rank distributions D the set W̃D

is an odd dimensional submanifold of T ∗M and for even rank distributions satisfying very mild

genericity assumptions an open and dense subset of W̃D is a smooth submanifold of odd dimension.
In particular, in the case of (2, n)-distributions with n ≥ 3 bracket genericity assumption can be
taken as such genericity assumption. Thus in all these cases the form σ̂|

W̃D
is degenerate at the

point of smoothness of W̃D.

Further, consider the “regular part” WD of the degeneracy locus W̃D consisting of all points of

smoothness λ in W̃D such that the kernel of the form σ̂(λ)|
W̃D

is one dimensional. These kernels

define the characteristic rank 1 distributions Ĉ onWD and any integral curve of this characteristic
distribution is an abnormal extremal. Such abnormal extremals are called regular.

The set WD and the characteristic rank 1 distribution on it can be described explicitly in
terms of the weak derived flag (1.1) and a local basis of D and the set WD is non-empty (and

therefore open in W̃D) for generic germs of distributions (see section 2 for details). In particular,
WD = (D−2)⊥\(D−3)⊥ if rank D = 2 and WD = (D)⊥\(D−2)⊥ if rank D = 3 and therefore WD

is non-empty for bracket generating distributions of rank 2 and 3 in an ambient manifold M of
dimension greater or equal than 4.

After the projectivization of each fiber of the cotangent bundle T ∗M regular abnormal extremals
foliate the even-dimensional submanifold PWD of the projectivized cotangent bundle PT ∗M . The
space of regular abnormal extremals can be considered as the quotient manifold N by the foliation
of these extremals. The natural contact distribution ∆ is induced on N by the tautological 1-form
(the Liouville form) in T ∗M . The natural conformal symplectic structure , i.e. a symplectic form
σγ is defined, up to a nonzero scalar multiple, on each space ∆(γ), γ ∈ N .

Further, the distributions D can be lifted to WD by the pullback with respect to the canonical
projection WD →M . Denote the resulting distribution by J . Given an extremal γ ∈ N , for any
point λ ∈ γ consider the images Jγ(λ) of the space J (λ) under the differentials of the canonical
map from WD to the quotient manifold N . These images define a curve λ 7→ Jγ(λ), λ ∈ γ of
subspaces in the space ∆(γ), called the Jacobi curve of γ.

The motivation for this name comes from the considering the case of rank 2 distributions. In
this case all subspaces Jγ(λ) are Lagrangian subspaces of ∆(γ) with respect to the symplectic
form σγ , i.e. the curve Jγ is a curve in a Lagrangian Grassmannian. Actually this curve describes
the space of solutions of the Jacobi equations along the extremal γ and the index of the second
variation along the extremal γ can be expressed in terms of certain intersection index (a Maslov
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type index) of it [1]. In the case of distributions of the rank greater than 2 all subspaces Jγ(λ)
are strictly coisotropic, i.e. they strictly contain the skew-orthogonal complements of themselves
with respect to the form σγ . Although in this case the index of the second variation along
an abnormal extremal is generically infinite, so that there is no analogy with the Calculus of
Variation as in the case of rank 2 distributions, we still keep to call the curves Jγ by the name
Jacobi curve and we can exploit them for the local geometry of distributions. Namely, one can
construct canonical frames and invariants of the original distribution D by studying the differential
geometry of the Jacobi curves Jγ with respect to the action the group CSp(∆(γ) of the conformal
symplectic transformation of ∆(γ) (i.e. the group of the linear transformation preserving the
symplectic form σγ , up to a scalar multiple) for generic abnormal extremals γ.

1.5. Jacobi symbol of distributions. It turns out [19, 20] that the differential geometry of
Jacobi curves (and even more general curves in flag varieties) can be treated similarly to the
Tanaka theory of filtered structures. The central notion in this treatment is the flag symbol of
the Jacobi curve at a given point, which in turn gives a new basic characteristic of distributions,
called the Jacobi symbol. Here we give a brief informal description of what is the Jacobi symbols
of a distribution, postponing the detailed description to section 5.

First we build a curve of flags of ∆(γ) out of the Jacobi curve Jγ by collecting the osculating
spaces of the Jacobi curve of any order together with their skew-orthogonal complements with
respect to the form σγ . The resulting curve of flags is called the extended Jacobi curve of the

extremal γ and will be denoted by Ĵγ . Each flag Ĵγ(λ) consists of isotropic/coisotropic subspaces
of ∆(γ) and is stable with respect to the operation of taking the skew-orthogonal complement.
Such flags will be called symplectic flags for shortness. Note that in this case the graded space

gr Ĵγ(λ) corresponding to the filtration Ĵγ(λ) is endowed with the conformal symplectic structure
naturally induced by the conformal symplectic structure on ∆(γ).

Moreover the extended Jacobi curve Ĵγ satisfies an important additional property. Let us

describe it first for the case of distributions of odd rank. If the subspaces of the flags Ĵγ(λ) are
indexed by Z such that the corresponding filtration is nonincreasing by inclusion, then we have

Osculation property For any i ∈ Z and any λ ∈ γ the osculating space at λ of the curve of

subspaces of Ĵγ indexed by i is contained in the subspaces of Ĵγ(λ) indexed by i− 1.

The latter implies that the tangent line to the curve Ĵγ can be identified with a line of degree

−1 endomorphisms of the graded space gr Ĵγ(λ), belonging to the Lie algebra of the group of
conformal symplectic transformations. This line, up to a conjugation by a conformal symplectic
transformation preserving the grading, is called the flag symbol or the Jacobi symbol of the curve

Ĵγ (or the curve Jγ)
Extended Jacobi curves of rank 2 distributions satisfy the osculation property as well. It is

not the case for distributions of even rank greater than 2 if the subspaces of the flags Ĵγ(λ) are
indexed by Z. However, the osculation property becomes valid also in this case, if the subspaces

of the flags Ĵγ(λ) are indexed by
1

2
Z = { i2 : i ∈ Z} such that the corresponding filtration is

nonincreasing by inclusion. So, the flag symbol as a line of degree −1 endomorphisms of the

corresponding graded space gr Ĵγ(λ) can be defined for even rank distribution as well.
To make things uniform it is more convenient in the case of rank 2 distributions to index the

subspace of the extended Jacobi curve Ĵγ by
1

2
Zodd :=

1

2
Z\Z (see subsection 4.1 below). Then the

flag symbols of extended Jacobi curves of distributions of even rank greater than 2 are actually
the direct sum of a flag symbol of curves of flags appearing as Jacobi curves of a distribution of
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odd rank and one flag symbol of curves of flags appearing as Jacobi curves of a rank 2 distribution.
This choice of the set of indices is also justified by the theory of irreducible representations of sl2,
which plays an important role in the sequel (sections 6-8) : the spectrum of a semisimple element
of such representations constitute of an arithmetic progression centered at 0 and in the case when
the difference between consecutive terms of this progression is equal to 1 and the dimension of

the corresponding sl2-module is even this spectrum belongs to
1

2
Zodd.

In contrast to the Tanaka symbols of distributions the flag symbols of Jacobi curves can be
easily classified [20, subsection 7.2] and subsection 4.2 below. Besides, the set of all possible flag
symbols is discrete. Therefore, if for any λ ∈ WD we denote by δ(λ) the flag symbol at λ of
the Jacobi curve of the regular abnormal extremal passing through λ, then the map λ 7→ δ(λ) is
constant in a neighborhood of a generic point of the bundle WD. Moreover, as it will be shown
in subsection 4.3 for a generic point q ∈ M there is a neighborhood U of q in M such that the
map λ 7→ δ(λ) is constant on the generic subset V of π̃−1(U) ∩ PWD, where π̃ : PT ∗M → M is
the canonical projection. In this case δ(λ), λ ∈ V is called the Jacobi symbol of the distribution
D at the point q. Jacobi symbol is a new basic characteristic of a distribution D.

1.6. Main results and organization of the paper. Although the definition of the Jacobi
symbol is more involved, this is a simpler algebraic object than the Tanaka symbol. The natural
task is to describe the construction of the canonical frames uniformly for all distributions with
given Jacobi symbol δ.

To begin with this task, in subsection 4.4, given any Jacobi symbol δ, we define in a sense
the most simple model of a distribution with Jacobi symbol δ. We call it symplectically flat
distributions because it plays the same role in the local geometry of distributions with given Jacobi
symbol, as the flat distribution of fixed type in the local geometry of distributions with given
Tanaka symbol (see the last sentence of Theorem 5.2 below), i.e. it is the maximally symmetric
distribution within the considered class (if one assumes the finiteness of type). In the case of
distributions of odd rank or rank 2 the symplectically flat distributions are also flat distribution
in the Tanaka sense for some fundamental Tanaka symbol. An interesting phenomenon here is
that this is not the case for a symplectically flat distribution of even rank greater than 2. However,
it can be considered as the flat distribution in the Tanaka sense for some nonfundamental Tanaka
symbol (see Example 4.3 below).

The previous constructions assign to any distribution with given Jacobi symbol the following
structure on the generic subset of the space of regular abnormal extremals N : the contact distri-

bution ∆ and the curves Ĵγ of symplectic flags on each fiber ∆(γ). In the case of distributions of
odd rank and rank 2 this is a particular case of the flag structures (with constant flag symbol δ)
introduced and studied in our recent preprint [21], while the flag structure in the case of distri-
butions of even rank greater than 2 can be treated similarly. The construction of the canonical
frames for distributions with given Jacobi symbol δ is given in section 5, Theorem 5.2. Instead
of trying to adopt a prolongation procedure for the construction of a canonical frame directly
to an original distribution, as in the classical approaches, we adopt it to the corresponding flag
structure. This can be done in terms of natural algebraic operations on the Jacobi symbol δ in
the category of graded Lie algebras, using the Tanaka like theory of curves of symplectic flags
developed in [19, 20] and the Tanaka like prolongation of flag structures developed in [21]. The-
orem 5.2 plays the same role in the local geometry of distributions with given Jacobi symbol as
Theorem 1.1 in the Tanaka theory of distributions.

In section 6 we describe all Jacobi symbols for which the prolongation procedure ends up in a
finite number of steps, i.e. all Jacobi symbols of finite type ( see Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 there). Our
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considerations there are based on two general criteria for finiteness of type, the Spencer criterium
( see Theorem 6.4 and [37, 23, 31]) and the Tanaka criterium (see Theorem 6.3 and [32]), and
some theory of sl2 representations.

Sections 7 and 8 are devoted to more detailed study of the resulting prolongation algebra, which
is also isomorphic to the algebra of infinitesimal symmetries of the corresponding symplectically
flat distribution with given Jacobi symbol δ. This resulting algebra is closely related to the
algebra of infinitesimal symmetries of the flat curve of flags with flag symbol δ, see Definition
5.1 (actually the latter algebra is equal to the degree 0 component in the resulting prolongation
algebra). Theorem 7.2 and Corollary 7.1 reduce the calculation of the prolongation algebra to
the calculation of the standard prolongation (as described, for example, in [26, 38]) of certain
subspace in the algebra of infinitesimal symmetries of the flat (unparametrized) curve of flags
associated with the Jacobi symbol. In particular, we show that as such subspace one can take the
algebra of infinitesimal symmetries of the flat curve with flag symbol δ considered as parametrized
curve (i.e. only symmetries preserving the parametrization are considered).

Finally in section 8 we make an attempt to describe the resulting prolongation algebra more
explicitly using the fact that if a subspace in the symplectic algebra can be identified with a
space of quadratic polynomials vanishing on a given projective variety (in the projectivization
of the ambient linear symplectic space), then the standard prolongations of this subspace can
be described as the space of certain polynomials vanishing on the secant variety of certain order
of this projective variety. For general Jacobi symbols in this way we are able to show that the
resulting prolongation algebra is a subspace in a space of this kind, obtaining an upper bound
for the dimension of this resulting prolongation algebra (see Theorem 8.1) and an alternative
proof of finiteness of type in the considered case, which is more constructive than the proof of
Theorem 7.2. Also, we show (Theorem 8.2) that for a large class of Jacobi symbols the resulting
prolongation algebra can be identified with some spaces of polynomials of this kind (and not only
with some subspaces of them). In this way we get the description of the prolongation algebra for
all Jacobi symbols of finite type appearing in rank 2 and rank 3 distributions and also for most
of such Jacobi symbols appearing in rank 4 distributions.

For (2, n)-distributions there was already an explicit description (see Theorem 7.1), based on
the classical work of Cartan [9] for n = 5 and our previous works [15, 16] for n > 5. For
rank 3 distributions the Jacobi symbol is described by a skew Young diagram consisting of 2
rows. If this skew Young diagram is nonrectangular (and the Jacobi symbol is of finite type)
the prolongation algebra can be described in terms of the tangential developable and the secant
varieties of a rational normal curve (Theorem 8.3), while in the case of rectangular Young diagram
it is described explicitly by Theorem 8.4. For applicability of Theorem 8.2 in the case of rank 4
distirbution see Remark 8.3, item 3 there.

2. Abnormal extremals of distributions

Let D be a distribution on a manifoldM . The crucial notion in the symplectification procedure
of distributions is the notion of an abnormal extremal. To describe them, let D−1 ⊂ D−2 ⊂ . . . be
a weak derived flag of D, as defined in the beginning of section 1.2. Now denote by (Dj)⊥ ⊂ T ∗M
the annihilator of Dj, namely

(Dj)⊥ = {(p, q) ∈ T ∗
qM | p · v = 0 ∀ v ∈ Dj(q)}.

Let π : T ∗M 7→M be the canonical projection. For any λ ∈ T ∗M , λ = (p, q), q ∈M , p ∈ T ∗
qM , let

ς(λ)(·) = p(π∗·) be the canonical Liouville form and σ̂ = dς be the standard symplectic structure
on T ∗M . Also denote by (TM)⊥ the zero section of T ∗M .
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Definition 2.1. An unparametrized Lipshitzian curve in D⊥\(TM)⊥ is called an abnormal ex-
tremal of a distribution D if the tangent line to it at almost every point belongs to the kernel of
the restriction σ̂|D⊥ of σ̂ to D⊥ at this point.

The term abnormal extremals comes from Optimal Control Theory: abnormal extremals of the
distribution D are exactly Pontryagin extremals with zero Lagrange multiplier near the functional
for any variational problem with constrains, given by the distribution D. We are interested not in
all abnormal extremals but in those satisfying certain generic properties. Their description given
below is based on elementary properties of antisymmetric matrices and their Pfaffians. Similar
description is given in [10] (abnormal extremals of our interest here correspond to the lifts of
singular curves of minimal order in the terminology of [10]).

Directly from the definition it follows that any abnormal extremal belongs to the set

(2.1) W̃D := {λ ∈ D⊥ : ker
(
σ̂|D⊥(λ)

)
6= 0}

Since codimD⊥ = rankD and a skew-symmetric form in an odd dimensional vector space has
a nontrivial kernel, one immediately have the following

Proposition 2.1. If rankD is odd, then W̃D = D⊥.

In order to understand the set W̃D in the case of distributions of even rank, let us introduce

some notation from the Hamiltonian Dynamics. Given a function h : T ∗M 7→ R denote by
−→
h the

corresponding Hamiltonian vector field defined by the relation i~hσ̂ = −dh. Further, given a vector

field X in M define the corresponding “quasi-impulse” HX : T ∗M → R, HX(p, q) = p
(
X(q)

)
,

q ∈ M, p ∈ T ∗
qM . The corresponding Hamiltonian vector field ~HX is called the Hamiltonian lift

of X to T ∗M (note that by the definition π∗( ~HX) = X, where π : T ∗M → M is the canonical
projection). Note that the following identities hold for any vector fields X and Y on M :

(2.2) dHY

(
~HX

)
= H[X,Y ]

(as a matter of fact dHY ( ~HX) is exactly the Poisson brackets {HX ,HY } of the Hamiltonians HX

and HY ).
Now let (X1, . . . ,Xl) be a local basis of the distribution D, D(q) = span{X1(q), . . . ,Xl(q)} for

any q from some open set of M . Then locally

(2.3) D⊥ = {HX1
= HX2

= . . . HXl
= 0}.

Further, for any λ ∈ D⊥ define the following l × l antisymmetric matrix

(2.4) G(λ) =
(
H[Xi,Xj ](λ)

)l
i,j=1

.

This matrix is called the Goh matrix (at the point λ) of the local basis (X1, . . . ,Xl) of the
distribution D.

Using formula (2.2) and Definition 2.1 it is easy to show that locally a curve γ(·) ⊂ D⊥ is an
abnormal extremal if and only if

(2.5) γ′(t) =
l∑

i=1

αi ~HXi

(
γ(t)

)
for almost every t,

where the vector (α1, . . . , αl)
T belongs to the kernel of the Goh matrix G

(
γ(t)

)
,

(2.6) (α1, . . . , αl)
T ∈ kerG

(
γ(t)

)
, for almost every t.
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It is convenient to describe the degeneracy conditions and the kernel for a skew-symmetric
matrix using the notion of Pfaffian. Recall that the Pfaffian pf(A) of an l × l skew-symmetric
matrix A = (aij)

l
i,j=1 is by definition the square root of its determinant. It is equal to zero if l is

odd and to a certain homogeneous polynomial of degree k in the entries of A if l is even, where

k = 1
2 l. To describe this polynomial let ω =

∑

0≤i<j≤l

aijdx
i ∧ dxj be the corresponding 2-form on

Rl taken with standard coordinates (x1, . . . , xl). Then

(2.7) ωk = k! pf(A)dx1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxl,

where ωk is the kth wedge power of ω.
As a consequentce of (2.5) and (2.6), we have the following

Proposition 2.2. If rankD is even, the set W̃D, defined by (2.1), is given locally by the following
formula

(2.8) W̃D = {λ ∈ D⊥ : pf
(
G(λ)

)
= 0}.

For example, if D is a rank 2 distributions

(2.9) G(λ) =

(
0 H[X1,X2](λ)

−H[X1,X2](λ) 0

)
, pf

(
G(λ)

)
= H[X1,X2](λ).

Hence

(2.10) if l = 2, then W̃D = (D−2)⊥,

because Proposition 2.2 implies locally that

W̃D = {HX1
= HX2

= H[X1,X2] = 0} = (D−2)⊥.

Since we originally work over R, for l divisible by 4 the set W̃D might be empty (such distributions
are called fat ([34]). However, in this case we can complexify the fibers of T ∗M . Denote the
obtained complex vector bundle (over real manifold M) by (T ∗M)C. In the same way we define

the complexified bundles
(
(Dj)⊥

)C
and the Goh matrix G(λ) for any λ ∈ (D⊥)C. So, the set

(W̃D)
C = {λ ∈ (D⊥)C : pf

(
G(λ)

)
= 0} is not empty. In the sequel in case we need to work with

complexified objects we will do it without special mentioning and use the same notation as in the
real category.

Now define a subset WD of W̃D as follows:

(2.11) WD := {λ ∈ W̃D : ker
(
σ̂|
W̃D

(λ)
)
is one-dimensional}.

By constructions, the kernels of σ̂|WD
form the characteristic rank 1 distribution Ĉ on WD and

the integral curves of this distribution are abnormal extremals of the distribution D. Actually,
they are exactly the abnormal extremals which lie entirely in WD. Such abnormal extremals
are called regular. Note that in general an abnormal extremal does not need to belong to WD ,
however, for our purposes it is enough to work with regular abnormal extremals only.

Now describe the set WD and the characteristic rank 1 distribution Ĉ in terms of a local basis
(X1, . . . ,Xl) of the distribution D. For this recall several facts on kernels of skew-symmetric
matrices using the notion of Pfaffian. Let A = (aij)

l
i,j=1 be an l × l skew-symmetric matrix. Let

Ai be the Pfaffian of the skew-symmetric matrix obtained from A by removing the ith row and
the ith column. Further, for i < j let Aij be the Pfaffian of the skew-symmetric matrix obtained
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from A by removing the ith and jth row and the ith and jth column. If A was a 2× 2 matrix, so
that after such removal we get an empty matrix, we set A12 = 1. To define Aji for any ordered
pair (i, j) (with integer i and j running from 1 to l) set

(2.12) Aji = −Aij, Aii = 0.

Then the following proposition is well known and can be easily obtained from (2.7):

Proposition 2.3. (1) If l is odd, then A has one-dimensional kernel if and only if there exists
an index i0 such that pf(Ai0) 6= 0. In this case kerA is spanned by the vector

(2.13)
(
A1,−A2, . . . , (−1)i−1Ai, . . . , Al

)T
.

(2) If l is even then

(2.14)
l∑

j=1

(−1)jasjAij =

{
0 i 6= s

(−1)s−1 pf(A) i = s.

In particular,
(a) if pf(A) = 0, then for any index 1 ≤ i ≤ l the vector

(2.15) vi =
(
−Ai1, Ai2, . . . , (−1)jAij , . . . , Ail

)T

belongs to kerA.
(b) The matrix A has 2-dimensional kernel if and only if there exist indices i0 and j0

such that Ai0j0 6= 0. In this case,

(2.16) kerA = span{vi0 , vj0}

where vectors vi0 and vj0 are as in (2.15).

Now apply this proposition to the Goh matrix G(λ) using notations Gi(λ) and Gij(λ) for
the pfaffians of the corresponding skew-symmetric submatrices of G(λ) (obtained from G(λ) by
removing the corresponding rows and columns with the relation analogous to (2.12)).

2.1. The case of distributions of odd rank. ¿From item (1) of Proposition 2.3 it follows that
if l = rankD is odd, then locally

WD = {λ ∈ D⊥ : there exist i, 1 ≤ i ≤ l such that Gi(λ) 6= 0} =

D⊥\{λ ∈ D̃ : G1(λ) = . . . = Gl(λ) = 0},
(2.17)

(2.18) Ĉ(λ) = span

{
l∑

i=1

(−1)i−1Gi(λ) ~HXi
(λ)

}
.

¿From (2.17) it follows that for any q ∈M the complement ofWD(q) (:= WD∩D⊥(q)) to the fiber
D⊥(q) of D⊥ is an algebraic variety depending on the second jet of D at q. It is easy to construct
examples of germs of (l, n)-distributions with odd l and n > l such that this complement is a
proper algebraic subvariety of the corresponding fiber of the annihilator of the distribution (see
subsection 4.4). This implies that for generic germs of distributions of odd rank l on manifolds

of dimension greater than l the set WD is an open and dense subset of W̃D.
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For example, if D is a rank 3 distribution, then

G(λ) =




0 H[X1,X2](λ) H[X1,X3](λ)
−H[X1,X2](λ) 0 H[X2,X3](λ)
−H[X1,X3](λ) −H[X2,X3](λ) 0


 ,

G1(λ) = H[X2,X3](λ), G2(λ) = H[X1,X3](λ), G3(λ) = H[X1,X2](λ).

Note that {λ ∈ D⊥ : H[X1,X2](λ) = H[X1,X3](λ) = H[X2,X3](λ) = 0} = (D−2)⊥. Consequently, in
this case by (2.17) we have

(2.19) WD = D⊥\(D−2)⊥

and by (2.18)

(2.20) Ĉ(λ) = span
{
H[X2,X3](λ)

~HX1
(λ)−H[X1,X3](λ)

~HX2
(λ) +H[X1,X2](λ)

~HX3
(λ)
}
.

2.2. The case of distributions of even rank. Now let us describe the setWD for distributions
of even rank. For any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ l, define the following vector field on T ∗M :

(2.21) Yi(λ) =
l∑

j=1

(−1)jGij(λ) ~HXj
(λ).

Then from item (2)(a) of Proposition 2.3 it follows that for any λ ∈ W̃D

(2.22) Yi(λ) ∈ ker
(
σ̂|D⊥(λ)

)
.

The set WD does not contain the following subset S1 of W̃D:

S1 = {λ ∈ W̃D : dim ker
(
σ̂|D⊥(λ)

)
> 2}.

By item (2)(b) of Proposition 2.3 locally the set S1 can be described as follows:

(2.23) S1 = {λ ∈ D⊥ : pfG(λ) = 0 and Gij(λ) = 0 for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ l }.

Besides, by the same item (2)(b) of Proposition 2.3, for any λ ∈ W̃D\S1 the kernel of
(
σ̂|D⊥(λ)

)

is 2-dimensional so that

(2.24) if Gi0j0(λ) 6= 0 for some 1 ≤ i0 < j0 ≤ l , then ker
(
σ̂|D⊥(λ)

)
= span{Yi0(λ),Yj0(λ)}

Note that for λ ∈ W̃D\S1 the kernel of the form σ̂|
W̃D

(λ) is one-dimensional if and only if the

kernel of the form σ̂|D⊥(λ) is not tangent to W̃D. Therefore, locally

(2.25) WD = W̃D\
(
S1 ∪ S2

)
,

where

(2.26) S2 = {λ ∈ W̃D : d(pf G)(λ)
(
Yi0(λ)

)
= d(pf G)(λ)

(
Yj0(λ)

)
= 0}

)
,

and the characteristic rank 1 distribution Ĉ(λ) satisfies

(2.27) Ĉ(λ) = span
{
d(pf G)(λ)

(
Yi0(λ)

)
Yj0(λ)− d(pf G)(λ)

(
Yj0(λ)

)
Yi0(λ)

}
,

where the pair of indices (i0, j0) is as in (2.24).
¿From (2.23) and (2.25) it follows that for any q ∈ M the complement of WD(q) (:= WD ∩

D⊥(q)) to the fiber W̃D(q) is an algebraic variety depending on the third jet of D at q. It is
easy to construct examples of germs at q of (l, n)-distributions with even l and n > l such that
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this complement is an algebraic subvariety (of D⊥(q)), which is a proper subset of W̃D(q) (see
subsection 4.4). This implies that for generic germs of distributions of even rank l on manifolds

of dimension greater than l the set WD is an open subset of W̃D.
Let us consider the case of rank 2 distributions in more detail (see also [16, 43]). In this case

the set S1 is empty. Also, from (2.2) (2.9), and (2.26) it follows that S2 = (D−3)⊥. Substituting
this into (2.25) we get

(2.28) WD = (D−2)⊥\(D−3)⊥.

Besides, Y1 = ~HX1
and Y2 = − ~HX2

. Substituting these formulas into (2.27) and using and using
(2.9) we get that

(2.29) Ĉ(λ) = span

{
H[

X1,[X1,X2]
](λ) ~HX2

(λ)−H[
X2,[X1,X2]

](λ) ~HX1
(λ)

}
.

Finally note that in all cases the characteristic rank 1 distribution Ĉ can be computed explicitly
in terms of a local basis of the distribution and it depends polynomially on the fibers of WD.

Remark 2.1. Note that the set S2, defined by (2.26), depends on brackets of length 3 of a local
basis of the distribution D. Therefore if D is a flat distribution in Tanaka sense, of even rank, and
of degree of nonholonomy 2 (i.e., such that D 6= TM and D2 = TM), then the set S2 coincides

with W̃D, i.e. the set WD is empty and D has no regular abnormal extremals. Therefore our
subsequent theory does not cover such distributions. For example, this is the case for two possible
flat (4, 7)-distributions with dimD2 = 7.

3. Jacobi curves of regular abnormal extremals

¿From now on we consider distributions D such that the set WD is an open subset in W̃D.
Having the manifold WD foliated by regular abnormal extremals at our disposal, we can make a
symplectification of the problem by lifting the original distribution D to WD. The dynamics of
this lift along a regular abnormal extremal is described by a curve of flags consisting of isotropic
and coisotropic subspaces in a linear symplectic space, which is stable under the skew-orthogonal
complement (or, shortly, of curves of symplectic flags). Such curves have a nontrivial geometry
that illuminates the geometry of the distribution D itself.

To begin with, let π : T ∗M →M be the canonical projection. The lift Ĵ of the distribution D
to WD is the pullback of the original distribution D to WD by the canonical projection π:

(3.1) Ĵ (λ) = {v ∈ TλWD : π∗v ∈ D(π(λ))}.

Further, let V̂ be the distribution of the tangent spaces to the fibers of WD or the vertical
distribution

(3.2) V̂(λ) = {v ∈ TλWD : π∗v = 0}.

Obviously V̂ ⊂ Ĵ . Also, from (2.5) it follows that Ĉ ⊂ Ĵ . Hence, V̂ + Ĉ ⊂ Ĵ so that the

distribution Ĵ has at least two distinguished subdistributions and, in particular, a distinguished

line subdistribution Ĉ, while the original distribution D does not have such additional structures

in general. Therefore it is much more simple to study the geometry of distribution Ĵ instead
of the geometry of the original distribution D and under our assumptions the geometry of D is

recovered from the geometry of Ĵ (see Corollary 3.1 below).

Note that the distribution V̂ is involutive. Also, given a point q ∈ M for any λ belonging to
the fiberWD(q) and any vector X ∈ J (λ) the vector π∗X belongs to the same vector space D(q).
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The last two facts easily imply that the Lie brackets of a vertical vector field, i.e. a section of the

vertical distribution V̂, with a section of the distribution Ĵ is a section of Ĵ . In particular, we
have the following relation:

(3.3) [Ĉ, V̂] ⊂ Ĵ .

Given a subspace Λ of TλWD denote by Λ∠ the skew-orthogonal complement of Λ with respect
to the skew-symmetric form σ̂|WD

(λ): Λ∠ = {v ∈ Λ : σ̂(v,w) = 0 ∀w ∈ Λ}. The subspace Λ is
called isotropic if Λ ⊂ Λ∠ and coisotropic if Λ∠ ⊂ Λ.

Proposition 3.1. The following statement hold:

(1) The subspace Ĵ (λ)∠ satisfies

(3.4) Ĵ (λ)∠ = {w ∈ TλWD : π∗w ∈ π∗ker(σ̂|D⊥(λ))}.

(2) Ĵ (λ)∠ ⊆ Ĵ (λ), i.e. the space Ĵ (λ) is coisotropic with respect to the form σ̂;
(3) If the distribution D is of odd rank, then

(3.5) Ĵ (λ)∠ = V̂(λ)⊕ Ĉ(λ)

(4) If the distribution D is of even rank then

(3.6) dim
(
Ĵ (λ)∠

)
= dim

(
V̂(λ)⊕ Ĉ(λ)

)
+ 1

and

(3.7)
(
V̂(λ)⊕ Ĉ(λ)

)∠
= Ĵ (λ) + [Ĉ,

(
Ĵ (λ)

)∠
].

(5) If the distribution D is of rank 2, then

(3.8) Ĵ (λ)∠ = Ĵ (λ)

and

(3.9) [Ĉ, Ĵ (λ)] = {v ∈ TλWD : π∗v ∈ D−2(π(λ))}.

Proof. If w ∈ TλWD such that π∗w ∈ π∗ker(σ̂|D⊥(λ)), then w = w1 + v, where w1 ∈ ker(σ̂|D⊥(λ))

and v ∈ TλD
⊥
(
π(λ)

)
. Since Ĵ (λ) ⊂ TλD

⊥, for any z ∈ Ĵ (λ) one has σ̂(w1, z) = 0. Also,
σ̂(v, z) = v(π∗z) = 0, where in the second term of this chain of equalities v is considered as an
element of D⊥

(
π(λ)

)
under the natural identification of the tangent space to a vector space with

the vector space itself. Therefore, σ̂(w, z) = 0, i.e. the righthand side of (3.4) is contained in

Ĵ (λ)∠.
The equality in (3.4) follows from the dimension count and the fact that the kernel of σ̂|WD

(λ)
is one-dimensional. Indeed, let rankD = l and dimM = n. Also, set ε = 0, if l is odd, and ε = 1

if l is even. Then dimTλWD = 2n− l − ε, dim V̂(λ) = n− l − ε, dimension of the righthand side

of (3.4) is equal to dim V̂(λ) + 1 + ε = n − l + 1, and dim Ĵ(λ) = dim V̂(λ) + rankD = n − ε.

The latter implies that dim Ĵ(λ)∠ = dimTλWD − dim Ĵ(λ) + 1 = n − l + 1, i.e. dimension of

the righthand side of (3.4) is equal to dim Ĵ(λ)∠, which together with the conclusion of the last
paragraph implies (3.4), i.e. item (1).

Item (2) of the lemma follows from the definition of the subspace Ĵ (λ) given by (3.1) and
the fact that π∗ker(σ̂|D⊥(λ)) ⊂ D

(
π(λ)

)
. Item (3) follows from the fact that if l is odd then
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ker
(
σ̂|D⊥(λ)

)
= Ĉ(λ). Formula (3.6) of item (4) follows from the fact that if l is even, then

dim
(
ker(σ̂|D⊥(λ)

)
= 2.

Now let us prove formula (3.7) of item (4). We shall use a local basis X1, . . . ,Xl of the
distribution D. Let the matrix G(λ) be as in (2.4), and Gij are defined as in the paragraph before
Proposition 2.3. From item (1) and formulas (2.24), (2.27) it follows that if Gi0j0(λ) 6= 0 for some
1 ≤ i0 < j0 ≤ l , then

(3.10) Ĵ (λ) + [Ĉ,
(
Ĵ (λ)

)∠
] = {w ∈ TλWD : π∗w ∈ D

(
π(λ)

)
+ π∗

(
[Yi0 ,Yj0 ](λ)

)
}.

Then from (2.21) it follows by direct computations that

(3.11) [Yi0 ,Yj0 ] =
∑

1≤s1,s2≤l

(−1)s1+s2Gis1Gjs2
~H[Xs1

,Xs2
] mod span{ ~HX1

, . . . , ~HXl
}.

This implies that for v ∈ V̂(λ) we have

(3.12) σ̂
(
[Yi0 ,Yj0 ], v

)
= −

l∑

s1=1

(−1)s1Gis1

l∑

s2=1

(−1)s2Gj0s2dH[Xs1
,Xs2

](v).

Using (2.14) and the fact that d(pfG)(v) = 0, we get

l∑

s2=1

(−1)s2Gj0s2dH[Xs1
,Xs2

](v) = −
l∑

s2=1

(−1)s2H[Xs1
,Xs2

]dGj0s2(v)

Substituting this into (3.12) we obtain that

(3.13) σ̂
(
[Yi0 ,Yj0 ](λ), v

)
=

l∑

s2=1

(−1)s2

(
l∑

s1=1

(−1)s1H[Xs1
,Xs2

]Gi0s1

)
dGj0s2(v).

Using (2.14) again and the fact that pf G vanishes on WD, we obtain that

l∑

s1=1

(−1)s1H[Xs1
,Xs2

](λ)Gi0s1(λ) = 0, ∀λ ∈WD.

Therefore,

(3.14) σ̂
(
[Yi0 ,Yj0 ](λ), v

)
= 0.

Taking into account relation (3.10) and the fact that the restriction of the form σ̂ to the V̂(λ)

vanishes we get that V̂+C is contained in the skew-orthogonal complement of Ĵ (λ)+[Ĉ,
(
Ĵ (λ)

)∠
].

Counting the dimension, we obtain in fact that it is equal to this skew-orthogonal complement,
which completes the proof of item (4).

Relation (3.8) of item (5) follows immediately from formula (3.6) of item (4) and the fact that

dim Ĵ − dim V̂(λ) = 2 for l = 2. Finally, relation (3.9) of item (5) follows from (3.11). �

As a direct consequence of (3.5) in the odd rank case and of (3.7) in the even rank case, and

the fact that the distirbution V̂ is the maximal rank involutive subdistributon of Ĵ we have the
following important:

Corollary 3.1. The original distribution D can be uniquely recovered from its lift Ĵ .
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This corollary justify that the original equivalence problem for distributions on M can be
reduced to the equivalence problem for their lifts.

It is more convenient to work with the projectivization of PT ∗M rather than with T ∗M . Here
PT ∗M is the fiber bundle over M with the fibers that are the projectivizations of the fibers of

T ∗M . The canonical projection Π: T ∗M → PT ∗M sends the characteristic distribution Ĉ on
WD to the line distribution C on PWD (:= Π(WD)), which will be also called the characteristic
distribution of the latter manifold.

Note that the corank 1 distribution on T ∗M annihilating the tautological Liouville form ς on
T ∗M induces a contact distribution on PT ∗M , which in turns induces the even-contact (quasi-

contact) distribution ∆̃ on P(D2)⊥\P(D3)⊥. The characteristic line distribution C is exactly the

Cauchy characteristic distribution of ∆̃, i.e. it is the maximal subdistribution of ∆̃ such that

(3.15) [C, ∆̃] ⊂ ∆̃.

Further set J = Π∗Ĵ , V = Π∗V̂. Each fiber of the even-contact distribution ∆̃ is endowed
with the canonical skew-symmetric form σ̃, up to multiplication by a non-zero constant. This

form is equal to the restriction to ∆̃ of the differential of any non-zero 1-form annihilating this
distribution.

Now let γ be a segment of a regular abnormal extremal, Oγ be a neighborhood of γ in PWD

such that the quotient

(3.16) N = Oγ/(the charactrestic one-foliation of regular abnormal extremals)

is a well defined smooth manifold. Further, let Φ : Oγ → N be the canonical projection to
the quotient manifold. Since C is the Cauchy characteristic distribution of the even-contact

distribution ∆̃, then the push-forward ∆ := Φ∗∆̃ of ∆̃ by Φ is a contact distribution on N . Each
fiber of this contact distribution is endowed with the canonical symplectic form σ, defined up to up
to multiplication by a non-zero constant, i.e. with the canonical conformal symplectic structure.
As before, one can define the notion of skew-orthogonal complement and also of isotropic and
coisotropic subspaces of the fibers of ∆ with respect to this symplectic form. The subspaces of
the fibers of ∆ that are both isotropic and coisotropic (i.e. coincide with their skew-symmetric
complement) are called Lagrangian.

For any λ ∈ γ define two subspaces of ∆(γ) as follows:

(3.17) J(λ) := dΦ
(
J (λ)

)
, V (λ) := dΦ

(
V(λ)

)
.

Note that by constructions

(3.18) dim J(λ)− dim V (λ) = rankD − 1.

Now we need to introduce some terminology. Let Λ(·) be a curve in a Grassmannian of subspaces
of a vector space L. Let t 7→ Λ(t) be a parametrization of the curve Λ(·). Denote by C(Λ) the
tautological bundle over the curve Λ(·): the fiber of C(Λ) over the point Λ(t) is the vector space

Λ(t). Let Γ(Λ) be the space of all smooth sections of C(Λ) . Set Λ(0)(t) := Λ(t) and define
inductively

Λ(j)(t) = span{
dk

dtk
ℓ(t) : ℓ ∈ Γ(Λ), 0 ≤ k ≤ j}

for j ≥ 0. The space Λ(j)(t) is called the jth extension or the jth osculating subspace of the curve
Λ(·) at the point Λ(t). Obviously, this definition is independent of the parametrization of the
curve Λ(·).
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Recall that for any two smooth vector fields X and Y on a manifold, one has [X,Y ] =
d

dt
(e−tX )∗Y |t=0, where e

tX denotes the flow generated by the field X. This together with (3.17)

implies that

(3.19) J (1)(λ) = dΦ
(
[C,J ](λ)

)
, V (1)(λ) := dΦ

(
[C,V](λ)

)
.

¿From relation (3.3) and the last relation it follows that

V (1)(λ) ⊂ J(λ),(3.20)

dim J (1)(λ)− dimJ(λ) ≤ rankD − 1.(3.21)

As a direct consequence of Proposition 3.1, we get

Proposition 3.2. Assume that λ ∈ γ. The following statements hold:

(1) J(λ)∠ ⊆ J(λ), i.e. the space J(λ) is a coisotropic subspace of ∆(γ) with respect to the
canonical conformal symplectic structure;

(2) If the distribution D is of odd rank then

(3.22) J(λ)∠ = V (λ)

(3) If the distribution D is of even rank then

dim
(
J(λ)∠

)
= dim

(
V (λ)

)
+ 1

and

(3.23) V (λ) =

(
J(λ) +

((
J(λ)

)∠)(1)
)∠

.

(4) If the distribution D is of rank 2, then J(λ)∠ = J(λ), i.e the space J(λ) is a Lagrangian
subspace of ∆(γ) with respect to the canonical conformal symplectic structure.

The curve of flags λ 7→ J(λ), λ ∈ γ, of the space ∆(γ) is called the (non-extended) Jacobi curve
of the regular abnormal extremals γ. Since the construction of the Jacobi curves is intrinsic, any
invariant of the Jacobi curve with respect to the natural action on the isotropic and coisotropic
subspaces of ∆(γ) of the conformal symplectic group CSp

(
∆(γ)

)
produces an invariant of the

distribution D.

Remark 3.1. Note that from item (2) of Proposition 3.2, if rank D is odd, and formula (3.23) of
item (3) of Proposition 3.2, if rank D is even, it follows that the curve λ 7→ V (λ), λ ∈ γ can be
recovered from the Jacobi curve λ 7→ J(λ), λ ∈ γ.

Our next goal is to generate more curves of isotropic and coisotropic spaces from the Jacobi
curves using recursively the following two basic operations with curves λ 7→ V (λ) and λ 7→ J(λ),
λ ∈ γ: the osculations and taking the skew-orthogonal complement. For this let 1

2Z := { i2 :

i ∈ Z} and 1
2Zodd := (12Z)\Z. Depending on the rank of a distribution D, to the Jacobi curve

λ 7→ {V (λ) ⊂ J(λ)}, λ ∈ γ, of a regular abnormal extremal γ we assign the curve of monotonically
non-increasing (by inclusion) flags λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈I , λ ∈ γ, where
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(3.24) I =





Z, if rankD is odd,
1
2Zodd, if rankD = 2,
1
2Z, if rankD is even and greater than 2.

This curve of flags is called the extended Jacobi curve of the regular abnormal extremal γ. The
construction of this curve is slightly different in each of the aforementioned cases. Therefore, we
describe it separately in each these cases:

(1) D has odd rank. In this case the extended Jacobi curve of a regular abnormal extremal γ
is the curve of flags λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈Z, λ ∈ γ, defined as follows: First, we set J0(λ) := J(λ).

Second, let J−i(λ) := J (i)(λ) for integer i > 0 (i.e. the ith osculating subspace of the

curve λ 7→ J(λ), λ ∈ γ at the point λ). Finally, assume that J i(λ) :=
(
J (1−i)(λ)

)∠
for

integer i > 0.
By construction, J i(λ) ⊂ J i−1(λ) for all i ∈ Z, subspaces J i(λ) are coisotropic for

integer i ≤ 0, and isotropic for integer i > 0. Besides, using (3.20) and the definitions of
J i(λ) it is easy to see that

(3.25) (J i)(1) ⊂ J i−1

for all i ∈ Z. Finally by (3.22) we have V = J1.
(2) D is a rank 2 distribution. In this case the extended Jacobi curve of a regular abnormal

extremal γ is the curve of flags λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈ 1

2
Zodd

λ ∈ γ, defined as follows: First, we

set J
1

2 (λ) := J(λ). Second, let J
1

2
−i(λ) := J (i)(λ) for integer i > 0. Finally, assume that

J
1

2
+i(λ) :=

(
J

1

2
−i(λ)

)∠
for integer i > 0.

By construction, J i(λ) ⊂ J i−1(λ) for all i ∈ Z, subspaces J
1

2
+i(λ) are coisotropic for

integer i ≤ 0, and isotropic for integer i ≥ 0. In particular, item (4) of Proposition 3.2 says

that the subspaces J
1

2 (λ) are Lagrangian. Besides, relation (3.25) holds for all i ∈ 1
2Zodd.

Finally, from (3.9) and (2.28) it follows easily that

(3.26) V = (J− 1

2 )∠ = J
3

2 .

(3) D has an even rank greater than 2. The extended Jacobi curve of a regular abnormal
extremal γ is the curve of flags λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈ 1

2
Z, λ ∈ γ, defined as follows: First, we set

J0(λ) := J(λ) and J
1

2 (λ) := J(λ)∠. Second, let

J− 1

2 =
(
J

1

2

)(1)
+ J0.

Further, define recursively J i−1(λ) := (J i)(1))(λ) for all negative i ∈ 1
2Z. Finally, set

J i(λ) :=
(
J

1

2
−i(λ)

)∠
for all positive i ∈ 1

2Z.

By construction, J i(λ) ⊂ J i−
1

2 (λ) for all i ∈ 1
2Z, subspaces J

i(λ) are coisotropic for all

nonnegative i ∈ 1
2Z and isotropic for all positive i ∈ 1

2Z. Besides, relation (3.25) holds for

all i ∈ 1
2Z.

Remark 3.2. Note that, in contrast to the first two cases, in the third case the first osculation
of each curve λ 7→ J i(λ) does not belong in general to the next larger subspace in the flag but
to the second next larger subspace in the flag. In particular, it does not satisfy the so-called
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compatibility with respect to differentiation assumption of [20, 21]. However, these case will be
treated similarly to the first two.

We say that a point λ0 ∈ γ is a regular point of the extended Jacobi curve λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈I ,
λ ∈ γ if for every i ∈ I subspaces J i(λ) have the same dimension in a neighborhood of λ0. The
set of regular points is open and dense in γ. Also, if λ is a regular point, then

(3.27) dim J i−2(λ)− dim J i−1(λ) ≤ dim J i−1(λ)− dim J i(λ), ∀ i ∈ I, i ≥ 0.

The last inequality together with (3.18) and (3.21) imply that

(3.28) dim J i−1(λ)− dim J i(λ) ≤ rankD − 1, ∀ i ∈ I.

Finally, we say that a point λ0 ∈ γ is a point of maximal class of the extended Jacobi curve
λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈I , λ ∈ γ, if there exists ν ∈ I such that Jν(λ0) = ∆(γ). If λ0 is not a point of

maximal class then there exist ν ∈ I such that Jν
′

(λ0) = Jν(λ0) ( ∆(γ) for all ν ′ ∈ I such that
ν ′ ≤ ν. If the point λ0 is regular and ν ∈ I is the maximal index with the property above, then the
subspace Jν(λ) is independent of λ in a neighborhood γ̃ of λ0 in γ. Hence, the subspace Jν(λ0)

∠

is the (maximal) common subspace for all spaces J i(λ), i ∈ I, λ ∈ γ̃ and the whole differential-
geometric information on the extended Jacobi curve λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈I , λ ∈ γ̃, is contained in the
curve of flags λ 7→ {J i(λ)/Jν(λ0)

∠}i∈I , λ ∈ γ̃) in the conformal symplectic space Jν(λ0)/J
ν(λ0)

∠.

4. Flag symbols of Jacobi curves and Jacobi symbols of distributions

4.1. Flag symbols of Jacobi curves. Now we are ready to define the flag symbol of the (ex-
tended) Jacobi curve at a point. Informally speaking, the flag symbol at a point represents the
tangent line to this curve at this point. To begin with the precise definition, recall that the ve-
locity of a parametrized curve t 7→ Λ(t) in a Grassmannian of subspaces of a vector space L at

t = t0 can be naturally identified with an element of Hom(Λ(t0),Λ
(1)(t0)/Λ(t0)). For this, take

l ∈ Λ(t0) and consider any smooth section ℓ(t) of the tautilogical bundle C(Λ) such that ℓ(t0) = l.
Then the assignment

l 7→
d

dt
ℓ(t0) modΛ(t0)

is independent of a choice of such section and defines the desired element of Hom(Λ(t0),Λ
(1)(t0)/Λ(t0)).

Using this construction and relation (3.25) one can identify the tangent line to the curve
λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈I , λ ∈ γ, at λ with the line in the space Hom(J i(λ), J i−1(λ)/J i(λ)). Moreover, again
from (3.25) this line factors through the line in the space Hom(J i(λ)/J i+1(λ), J i−1(λ)/J i(λ)).

Therefore the tangent line to the (extended) Jacobi curve λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈I , λ ∈ γ at λ can be
identified with a line in the space

⊕

i∈I

Hom(J i(λ)/J i+1(λ), J i−1(λ)/J i(λ)).

Now consider the following two cases separately (the reason for the difference between these
cases is explained in Remark 3.2 above):

(1) rankD is odd or equal to 2. In this case let Gri(λ) := J i(λ)/J i+1(λ), i ∈ I, and Gr(λ) =⊕

i∈I

Gri(λ) be the graded space corresponding to the filtration {J i(λ)}i∈I . Here the set

I is as in (3.24). Then the tangent line to the (extended) Jacobi curve λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈I ,
λ ∈ γ at λ can be identified with a line in the space of degree −1 endomorphism of the
graded space Gr(λ), which will be denoted by δλ.
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(2) D has an even rank greater than 2. In this case let Gri(λ) := J i(λ)/J i+
1

2 (λ), i ∈
1

2
Z,

and Gr(λ) =
⊕

i∈ 1

2
Z

Gri(λ) be the graded space corresponding to the filtration {J i(λ)}i∈ 1

2
Z.

By relation (3.25) for any i ∈ 1
2Z the line in the space Hom(J i(λ)/J i+1(λ), J i−1(λ)/J i(λ)),

representing the tangent line to the curve λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈I , λ ∈ γ, at λ, factors through the
line in the space Hom(Gri(λ),Gri−1(λ)), which will be denoted by δiλ. Note that passing
from the line in Hom(J i(λ)/J i+1(λ), J i−1(λ)/J i(λ)) to the line δiλ, some information about
the tangent line to the curve λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈I , λ ∈ γ, at λ is lost, however it is not important
for our purposes. Let δλ be the degree −1 endomorphism of the graded spave Gr(λ) such
that δλ|Gri(λ) = δiλ.

In both cases the degree −1 endomorphism δλ of the corresponding graded space Gr(λ) is
defined. Further note that the conformal symplectic structure on ∆(γ), represented by the sym-
plectic form σ, induces the conformal symplectic structure on the space Gr(λ) represented by the
following symplectic form σ̄: if x̄ ∈ Gri(λ) and ȳ ∈ Grj(λ) with i+ j = 0, then σ̄(x̄, ȳ) = σ(x, y),
where x and y are representatives of x̄ and ȳ in J i(λ) and J j(λ) respectively; if i + j 6= 0, then
σ̄(x̄, ȳ) = 0.

By construction the line of endomorphisms δλ belongs to conformal symplectic algebra csp
(
Gr(λ)

)

(with respect to the conformal symplectic structure generated by the form σ̄). The group of con-
formal symplectic endomorphisms of Gr(λ), preserving the grading, acts on the lines of degree −1
endomorphisms by the conjugation. The orbit of the line δλ is called the symplectic flag symbol
of the (extended) Jacobi curve λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈I , λ ∈ γ, at λ.

Two flag symbols act in general on different graded spaces endowed with conformal symplectic
structures. They are called isomorphic, if they are conjugated by a conformal symplectic iso-
morphism between these spaces (preserving the grading). Therefore, we can fix a model graded

space X =
⊕

i∈I

Xi with conformal symplectic structure, where , as before, I = Z, 1
2Zodd, or

1
2Z,

such that the symplectic product of elements of Xi and Xj with i + j 6= 0 are equal to zero.
The graded space X with these properties will be called the graded conformal symplectic space.
Further, one can look on the flag symbol as an orbit of a line of degree −1 endomorphisms from
csp(X) with respect to the action of the subgroup of degree 0 endomorphisms from csp(X) by the
conjugation. Such object will be called a symplectic flag symbol. In the sequel we usually refer to
the flag symbol as to a line of degree −1 endomorphisms from csp(X) representing this orbit.

4.2. Classification of flag symbols of Jacobi curves. Symplectic flag symbols can be easily
classified. This classification is a little bit finer than the Jordan classification of nilpotent endo-
morphisms of a vector space. One has to take into account the presence of the grading and of
the symplectic structure. When I = Z or 1

2Zodd, all symplectic flag symbols were classified in [20,
subsection 7.2] and this classification includes as particular case all possible flag symbols of Jacobi
curves in the case of distribution of odd rank or rank 2. The classification of flag symbols of Jacobi
curves in the case of distributions of even rank can be done similarly. In all cases symplectic flag
symbols can be described by means of skew Young diagrams as described below.

Let δ1 and δ2 be symplectic flag symbols of the symplectic spaces X1 and X2, which are graded
by sets I1 and I2 respectively (here in general we do not assume that I1 = I2). The direct sum
X1 ⊕ X2, graded by I1 ∪ I2, is equipped with the natural symplectic grading such that its ith
component is the direct sum of ith components of X1 and X2 and the symplectic form on X1⊕X2

is defined as follows: the restriction of this form to Xi coincides with the symplectic form on Xi
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for each i = 1, 2 and the spaces X1 and X2 are skew-orthogonal in X1 ⊕ X2. The direct sum
δ1 ⊕ δ2 is the degree −1 endomorphism of X1⊕X2 such that the restriction of it to Xi is equal to
δi for each i = 1, 2. A symplectic flag symbol of a graded conformal symplectic space X is called
symplectically indecomposable if it cannot be represented as a direct sum of two symplectic flag
symbols acting on (nonzero) graded conformal symplectic spaces.

Any sympletic flag symbol is a direct sum of a finite number of symplectically indecomposable
flag symbols. Therefore, in order to describe all symplectic flag symbols, it is enough to describe
all symplectically indecomposable ones. Let us consider the same three cases as in the previous
section separately:

(1) In the case of Z-graded conformal symplectic spaces (i.e., when I = Z) symplectically
indecomposable symbols can be described as follows [20, subsection 7.2]): Given a non-
negative integer s and an integer l such that 0 ≤ l ≤ 2s let Xs,l be a linear symplectic
space with a basis {es−l, . . . , es, f−s, . . . , fl−s},

(4.1) Xs,l = span{es−l, . . . , es, f−s, . . . , fl−s},

such that σ(ei, ej) = σ(fi, fj) = 0, σ(ei, f−i) = (−1)s−i and σ(ei, fj) = 0 if j 6= −i. We
turn the space Xs,l into the symplectic graded spaces by defining the subspaces of degree
i to be equal to the span of all vectors with index i appearing in the tuple (4.1). Then
denote by δs,l a degree −1 endomorphism of Xs,l from the symplectic algebra such that
δs,l(ei) = ei−1 for s− l+1 ≤ i ≤ s, δs,l(es−l) = 0, δs,l(fi) = fi−1 for −s+1 ≤ i ≤ l−s, and
δs,l(f−s) = 0. Then any indecomposable symplectic flag symbol of a Z-graded conformal
symplectic space is isomorphic to the symplectic flag symbol represented by the line Rδs,l
for a nonnegative integer s and an integer l such that 0 ≤ l ≤ 2s. Moreover, symplectic
flag symbols corresponding to different pair (s, l) are not isomorphic.

It is convenient to visualize a symplectically indecomposable symbol on Z-graded con-
formal symplectic spaces via the following skew Young diagrams, consisting of two rows,
having central symmetry and with the most left box in the first row being located either
above or from the left to the most left box in the second row:

(4.2) . . . . . .

. . . . . .
or . . .

. . .

The left diagram in (4.2) corresponds to the case s ≤ l ≤ 2s. In this case the first 2s− l
columns from the left consist of one box (situated at the top row), the next 2(l − s) + 1
columns consist of two boxes, and the last 2s− l columns consist of one box (situated at
the bottom row). The right diagram in (4.2) corresponds to the case s > l. In this case
the first l + 1 columns from the left consist of one box (situated at the top row), next
2(s− l)− 1 columns are just void, and the last l+1 columns consist of one box (situated
at the bottom row).

Remark 4.1. Note that in both cases the middle part (of columns with two or no boxes)
consist of odd columns.

In order to assign to a diagram of type (4.2) the symplectic flag symbol one fills out
the boxes of the diagram by vectors of the bases (4.1) such that the top row is filled from
the left to the right with es, . . . es−1, . . . , es−l and the bottom row is filled from the left to
the right with fl−s, fl−s−1, . . . , f−s. For example, in the case s ≤ l the diagram is filled as
follows:
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(4.3)
es . . . el−s+1 el−s . . . es−l

fl−s . . . fs−l fs−l−1 . . . f−s

Then the endomorphism δs,l corresponds to the right shift in the obtained skew Young
tableaux (4.3) i.e. a vector in the basis (4.1) is sent either to the vector located in the
box to the right to it in the tableaux or to zero if there is no such box. Also note that the
skew Young diagram (4.2) contains all information on the grading of the corresponding
vector spaces: the subspaces of the same degree are spanned by the vectors situated in the
same column. Finally, the (conformal) symplectic structure is encoded by the skew Young
diagram as well: the symplectic product of the vectors situated in the boxes which are
not centrally symmetric is equal to zero; it is equal to ±1 for the vectors situated in the
boxes which are not centrally symmetric such that it is equal to 1 for two vectors situated
in the most left and the most right boxes of the diagram, i.e. vectors es and f−s), and it
alternates signs when we took symmetric pairs by moving with the same speed from the
those boxes toward the middle of the diagram.

Now let us discuss what symplectic flag symbols may appear at regular points of Jacobi
curves of a distributionD of odd rank. From the relation (3.18), the fact that the subspaces
J i(λ) are obtained by osculations of the curve λ 7→ J(λ), regularity, and the inequalities
(3.28) it follows that a symplectic flag symbol at a regular point of Jacobi curves of a
distribution D of odd rank is isomorphic to a direct sum of 1

2(rankD−1) of indecomposable
flag symbols with s ≤ l ≤ 2s, i.e. given by skew Young diagrams as in the left of (4.2).

In particular, for rank 3 distributions a symplectic flag symbol at a regular point λ of
a Jacobi curve is isomorphic to an indecomposable one given by a skew Young diagrams
as in the left of (4.2), i.e. δs,l with s ≤ l ≤ 2s. If, in addition, λ is a point of maximal
class and the dimension of the ambient manifold M is equal to n, then the number of
boxes in this skew diagram must be equal to the rank of the contact distribution ∆, i.e
to 2n− 6. On the other hand, if the symbol is represented by the endomorphism δs,l then
the number of box in the skew diagram is equal to 2l+2. Consequently, in the considered
case l = n− 4 and n−4

2 ≤ s ≤ n− 4.

Remark 4.2. Note that a rank 3 distribution D has the Jacobi symbol δs,l with s < l ≤ 2s
if and only if its square D2(q) is 6-dimensional at a generic point q, dimD2(q) = 6. It
easily follows from the expression (2.20) for the characteristic rank 1 distribution. Also
from this one can show that rankD2 = 4 if and only if the Jacobi symbol of D is equal
to Rδ0,0, i.e. its Young diagram consists of one column with two boxes and rankD2 = 5
if and only if the Jacobi symbol of D is equal top Rδs,s with s > 0.

(2) In the case of 1
2Zodd-graded conformal symplectic spaces (i.e., when I = 1

2Zodd) there
are two types of symplectically indecomposable symbols. First type is represented by an
endomorphism δs,l as in the previous item with s being positive and belonging to 1

2Zodd

and l being integer and satisfying 0 ≤ l ≤ 2s − 1. It is encoded again by a skew Young
diagram consisting of two rows as before.
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Second type can be described as follows: Given a positive m ∈ 1
2Zodd let

(4.4) Lm =
⊕

−m ≤ i ≤ m,

i ∈ 1

2
Zodd

Ei

be a symplectic graded spaces such that dimEi = 1 for every −m ≤ i ≤ m and let
τm be a degree −1 endomorphism of Lm which sends Ei onto Ei−1 for every admissible
−m ≤ i < m and τm(E−m) = 0. An indecomposable symplectic flag symbol of second
type on a 1

2Zodd-graded conformal symplectic space is isomorphic to the symplectic flag

symbol represented by the line R for a positive m ∈ 1
2Zodd.

It is convenient to visualize the symplectically indecomposable symbol, which is iso-
morphic to the symbol represented by the endomorphism τm, via the Young diagrams
consisting of one row with 2m+ 1 boxes (note that 2m+ 1 is even, because m ∈ 1

2Zodd).
By analogy with the previous case the endomorphism τm corresponds to the right shift
in this diagram where the boxes from the left to the right are filled by vectors generated
lines Ei, i.e.

(4.5)
εm εm−1 . . . ε1−m ε−m

, where Ei = span{εi}

By the same arguments as in the previous item for rank 2 distributions a symplectic flag
symbol at a regular point of its Jacobi curves is isomorphic to the indecomposable symbol,
represented by the endomorphism τm for some positive m ∈ 1

2Zodd. If, in addition, λ is a
point of maximal class and the dimension of the ambient manifold M is equal to n, then
the number of boxes in the corresponding skew diagram must be equal to the rank of the
contact distribution ∆, i.e. to 2n − 6. In this case all symplectic flag symbol at regular
points are isomorphic to the symbol represented by the endomorphism τn− 7

2

.

(3) Now consider the case of 1
2Z-graded symplectic space X. Obviously, this space is the direct

sum of its Z-graded component XZ and its 1
2Zodd-graded component X 1

2
Zodd

. Therefore,

any symplectic flag symbol δ on V is the direct sum of a symplectic flag symbol on δZ onXZ

and of a symplectic flag symbol δ 1

2
Zodd

on X 1

2
Zodd

, i.e the classification of symplectic flag

symbols in the considered case is reduced to the classification of symplectic flag symbols
described in the previous two items. The flag symbols δZ and δ 1

2
Zodd

will call the Z-graded

and 1
2Zodd-graded component of the flag symbol δ, respectively.

Now let us discuss what symplectic flag symbols may appear at regular points of Jacobi
curves of a distribution D of even rank greater than 2. From item (3) of Proposition 3.2

it follows that dim Gr
1

2 (λ) = 1 (where Gr
1

2 (λ) = J
1

2 (λ)/J1(λ)). This implies that the
1
2Zodd-graded component of a symplectic flag symbol at regular points of its Jacobi curves
is isomorphic to the indecomposable symbol, represented by the endomorphism τm for
some positive m ∈ 1

2Zodd. Besides, by the same arguments as in item (1) the Z-graded
component of symplectic flag symbol at a regular point of Jacobi curves is isomorphic to
a direct sum of 1

2(rankD − 2) of indecomposable flag symbols with s ≤ l ≤ 2s, i.e. given
by skew Young diagrams as in the left of (4.2). In other words, in the considered case the
symplectic flag symbol at a regular point of Jacobi curves of a distribution D of even rank
greater than 2 is the direct sum of a symplectic flag symbol appearing at regular points
of of Jacobi curves of distributions of rank equal to rankD − 1 and of a symplectic flag
symbol appearing at regular points of Jacobi curves of rank 2 distributions.
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Remark 4.3. As a matter of fact all three cases considered separately can be unified in item (3):
the case of item (1) corresponds to X 1

2
Zodd

= 0 and the case of item (2) corresponds to XZ = 0.

Remark 4.4. To an arbitrary symplectic symbol δ we can assign the skew Young diagram Diag(δ)
of δ by attaching the skew Young diagrams of its indecomposable components such that the boxes
corresponding to elements of the same degree are located in one column. Obviously, Diag(δ) is
defined up to a permutation of sub-diagrams corresponding to indecomposable components. Note
that by our convention in the Diag(Rδs,l) the most left box of the upper row is located from the
left or above of the most left box of the bottom row. Filling the boxes of the skew Young diagrams
by vectors of the model graded symplectic space X as in (4.3) and (4.5) (for each undecomposable
component) one gets a skew Young tableaux Tab(δ) of δ. In this way to any row of Tab(δ) we can
assign the invariant subspace of δ in X, spanned by the vectors appearing in the boxes of this
row.

4.3. Jacobi symbols of distributions. In all three cases above the set of symplectic flag sym-
bols is discrete. Moreover, by construction the symplectic flag symbol δλ of the extended Jacobi
curve λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈I , λ ∈ γ is determined algebraically by the jets of the (non-extended) Jacobi
curve λ 7→ {V (λ) ⊂ J(λ)}, λ ∈ γ. This implies that for any point q ∈ M there is a Zariski open
subset of the fiber of the bundle PWD(q) → M over the point q such that the symplectic flag
symbols of the extended Jacobi curves at all points of this subset are isomorphic to one symplectic
flag symbol δ. In this case we will say that δ is the Jacobi symbol of a distribution D at the point
q.

Moreover, in contrast to Tanaka symbols, Jacobi symbols of distributions are always locally
constant, i.e. in a neighborhood of a generic point they are isomorphic one to each other. This
leads to the following new formulation: to construct canonical frames for distributions with given
constant Jacobi symbol.

Note that for a point λ0 of nonmaximal class the symplectic flag symbol of the Jacobi curve
at λ0 consists of the endomorphisms acting on the graded conformal symplectic space Gr(λ0) of
dimension less than the rank of the contact distribution ∆. Thereby, it will be more convenient
in the sequel to modify the definition of the Jacobi symbol as follows. Let ν ∈ I be the maximal
index for which the osculating subspaces of the Jacobi curve stabilize, i.e. such that Jν

′

(λ0) =

Jν(λ0) ( ∆(γ) for all ν ′ ∈ I such that ν ′ ≤ ν. This implies that Grν
′

(λ0) = 0 for all ν ′ < ν
and ν ′ ≥ ε − ν, where ε = 1 if D has odd rank and ε = 1

2 if D has even rank. In other words,

Gr(λ0) =
⊕

i∈I,ν≤i<ε−ν

Gri(λ0). Assume that λ0 belongs to the regular abnormal extremal γ and

define the graded conformal symplectic space

G̃r(λ0) = ∆(γ)/Jν(λ0)⊕Gr(λ0)⊕ Jν(λ0)
∠

such that ∆(γ)/Jν(λ0) has weight preceding ν in I and Jν(λ0)
∠ has the weight ε − ν. The

modified symplectic flag symbol of the extended Jacobi curve at λ0 is represented by the line

of endomorphisms δmod from csp
(
G̃r(λ0)

)
such that the restrictions of these endomorphisms to

Gr(λ0) form the line of endomorphisms of csp
(
Gr(λ0)

)
, representing the symplectic flag symbol

of the extended Jacobi curve at λ0 and the restriction of the endomorphisms δmod to the added
spaces ∆(γ)/Jν(λ0) and Jν(λ0)

∠ is equal to zero. In other words the modified symplectic flag
symbol is the direct sum of the original flag symbol with dim Jν(λ0)

∠ copies of the symbol Rδε−ν;0.
Note that for the points of maximal class (and only for them) the modified symbol coincides with
the original one. Finally note that in the same way one defines the modified Jacobi symbol of a
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distribution D at a point. In the sequel the Jacobi symbol of a distribution will be denoted by δ
and the modified Jacobi symbol by δmod.

4.4. Symplectically flat distributions with given Jacobi symbols. We finish the section
with an example of a distribution with given Jacobi symbol δ. For this fix a skew Young tableaux
Tab(δ) and consider the subtableuax Tab−(δ) consisting of all columns with vectors of weight not
greater than 1

2 . Consider the Lie algebra fδ spanned by the vectors in the boxes of Tab−(δ) and
two additional vectors, denoted by x and z, such that the only nonzero Lie brackets in the product
table of the Lie algebra fδ with respect to the chosen basis come from the following properties:

(1) The operator adx acts as the right shift in the tableaux Tab−(δ);
(2) For any subtableaux of Tab(δ), corresponding to an indecomposable symbol represented

by δs,l (if exists), the Lie brackets of two vectors situated in the column corresponding to
weight 0 is equal to ±z;

(3) For a subtableaux of Tab(δ), corresponding to an indecomposable symbol represented by
τm (if exists), the Lie brackets of two vectors in the box of weight 1

2 and −1
2 is equal to

±z.

Then consider the distribution Dsp
δ which is the left invariant distribution on the connected

simply connected Lie group with the Lie algebra fδ such that at the identity e of the group the
subspace Dsp

δ (e) is equal to the span of x and the vectors from the tableaux Tab−(δ) with the

nonnegative weights (or ,equivalently, with weight 0 or 1
2 ). It is easy to see from the definition

that he distribution Dsp
δ has Jacobi symbol δ.

Definition 4.1. The distribution Dsp
δ is called the symplectically flat distribution with Jacobi

symbol δ.

The reason for this name is that these distributions play the same role in local geometry of
distribution with fixed Jacobi symbol, as flat distribution of fixed type in the local geometry of
distributions with given Tanaka symbol (see the last sentence of Theorem 5.2 below).

Let us describe the symplectically flat distributions of indecomposable symbols more explicitly

Example 4.1. Assume that δ = Rδs,l with nonnegative s and an integer l satisfying s ≤ l ≤ 2s.
Also assume that the Young tableaux Tab(Rδs,l) is as in (4.3). Then the Lie algebra fRδs,l is
spanned by e0, . . . , es−l, f0, . . . , f−s, x, z (in particular it is l+4-dimensional) and the only nonzero
Lie brackets in the product table of the Lie algebra fRδs,l with respect to the chosen basis are

[x, ei] = ei−1, ∀i : s− l + 1 ≤ i ≤ 0, i ∈ Z;

[x, fi] = fi−1, ∀j : −s+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 0, j ∈ Z;

[e0, f0] = z.

(4.6)

The symplectically flat distribution Dsp
Rδs,l

with Jacobi symbol Rδs,l is the left invariant rank 3

distribution on the connected simply connected Lie group with the Lie algebra fRδs,l such that

Dsp
Rδs,l

(e) = span{x, e0, f0}.

We can introduce another grading by negative integers on the Lie algebra fRδs,l such that f−1
Rδs,l

=

span{x, e0, f0} and the Lie algebra fRδs,l is fundamental with respect to this grading, i.e. it is

generated by f−1
Rδs,l

. In other words, the distribution Dsp
Rδs,l

is the flat distribution in the Tanaka

sense for the fundamental Tanaka symbol given by fRδs,l with the new grading.
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Similarly to Example 4.1 symplectically flat distributions of odd rank are flat in Tanaka sense
for the corresponding Tanaka symbol.

Example 4.2. Assume that δ = Rτm where m is positive, belongs to 1
2Zodd and the Young

tableaux Tab(Rτm) is as in (4.5). Then the Lie algebra fRτm is spanned by ε 1

2

, . . . , ε−m, x, z (in

particular it is m+ 7
2 -dimensional) and the only nonzero Lie brackets in the product table of the

Lie algebra fRτm with respect to the chosen basis are

[x, εi] = εi−1, ∀i : −m+ 1 ≤ i ≤
1

2
, i ∈

1

2
Zodd;

[ε 1

2

, ε− 1

2

] = z.
(4.7)

The symplectically flat distribution Dsp
Rτm

with Jacobi symbol Rτm is the left invariant rank 2
distribution on the connected simply connected Lie group with the Lie algebra fRτm such that

Dsp
Rτm

(e) = span{x, e 1

2

}.

As in the previous example, we can introduce another grading by negative integers on the Lie
algebra fRτm such that f−1

Rτm
= span{x, e 1

2

} and the Lie algebra fRτm is fundamental with respect

to this grading. In other words, the distribution Dsp
Rδs,l

is the flat distribution (in the Tanaka

sense) for the fundamental Tanaka symbol given by fRτm with the new grading.

Example 4.3. Assume that δ = R (δs,l ⊕ τm) where s is a nonnegative integer, l is an integer

satisfying s ≤ l ≤ 2s, and m is positive and belongs to 1
2Zodd . Also assume that the Young

tableaux Tab(δ) is the union of Young tableaux appearing in (4.3) and (4.5). Then the Lie
algebra fδ is spanned by e0, . . . , es−l, f0, . . . , f−s, ε 1

2

, . . . , ε−m, x, z (in particular it is l +m + 11
2 -

dimensional) and the only nonzero Lie brackets in the product table of the Lie algebra fδ with
respect to the chosen basis are as in (4.6) and (4.7). The symplectically flat distribution Dsp

δ with
Jacobi symbol δ is the left invariant rank 4 distribution on the connected simply connected Lie
group with the Lie algebra fδ such that

(4.8) Dsp
δ (e) = span{x, e0, f0, ε 1

2

}.

An interesting phenomenon here is that in contrast to previously discussed cases of distributions
of odd rank and rank 2 the symplectically flat distribution Dsp

δ is not the flat distribution in
Tanaka sense for a fundamental Tanaka symbol. Indeed, if it was the case all vectors appearing
in (4.8) must have weight −1. From this, on one hand, z = [e0, f0] has weight −2, but on the
other hand, ε− 1

2

= [x, ε 1

2

] has weight −2 and therefore z = [ε 1

2

, ε− 1

2

] must have weight −3. We

got a contradiction.
However, we can take another grading of the Lie algebra fδ by negative integers such that the

Lie algebra fδ is generated by f−1
δ ⊕ f−2

δ and the distribution Dsp
δ is the left invariant distribution

with Dsp
δ (e) = f−1

δ ⊕ f−2
δ . For this set

f−1
δ = span{ε 1

2

}, f−2
δ = span{x, e0, f0}.

Note that the same phenomenon holds for all symplectically flat distribution of even rank greater
than 2.
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5. Canonical frame for distributions with given Jacobi symbols

To construct the canonical frame for a distribution D with given Jacobi symbol we use the
general theory of curves of flags developed in [20] (with a slight modification in the case of
distributions of even rank greater than 2) and the prolongation procedure for flag structures
developed in our previous paper [21] . By a flag structure we mean a manifold endowed with a
distribution and a submanifold of a flag variety of each fiber of this distribution. In our case the
flag structure associated with the distribution D is obtained as follows: the ambient manifold is
the space of regular abnormal extremals N of D as in (3.16), the distribution on N is the contact
distribution ∆ and the submanifold of flags on the fibers ∆(γ) are the extended Jacobi curve
λ 7→ {J i(λ)}i∈I , λ ∈ γ. Note that although N may not be a manifold in general we can always
overcome this issue by restricting ourselves to local considerations on WD. Besides, in the case of
distributions of odd rank or rank 2 the symplectic flag symbols of the modified extended Jacobi
curves are exactly the flag symbols of this flag structure in the sense of [21].

Assume that the modified Jacobi symbol δmod of the distributionD is represented by a line δmod

of degree −1 endomorphisms from csp(X) , where X =
⊕

i∈I

Xi is a graded conformal symplectic

space, dimX = rank∆. Note that the grading on X induces the natural filtration {Xi}i∈I with

(5.1) Xi =
⊕

k≥i

Xk.

Furthermore, the grading and the filtration on X induce the natural grading and filtration on

csp(X). It is important to stress that the graded space grX =
⊕

i∈I

Xi/Xn(i) associated with this

filtration, where n(i) is the index next to the index i in I with respect to the natural order, is
canonically identified with X via the canonical identification of Xi/Xn(i) with X

i.

The grading on csp(X) is defined as follows: csp(X) =
⊕

j∈J

cspj(X), where

cspj(X) = {A ∈ csp(X) : A(Xi) ∈ Xi+j ∀i ∈ I}

and J = {i1− i2 : i1, i2 ∈ I}, i.e. J = Z, if I = Z or
1

2
Zodd and J =

1

2
Z, if I =

1

2
Z. The filtration

on csp(X) is defined as follows: {cspj(X)}j∈J , where

cspj(X) = {A ∈ csp(X) : A(Xi) ∈ Xi+j ∀i ∈ I} =
⊕

k≥j

cspk(X).

Now the filtration on csp(X) induces the filtration on any its subspace L: {Lj}j∈J with Lj =

L∩ cspj(X). Let grL be the corresponding graded space, grL =
⊕

j∈J

Lj/Ln(j), where, similarly to

above, n(j) is the index next to the index j in J with respect to the natural order. Note that we
have the following canonical identifications:

(5.2) gr csp(X) ∼= csp(grX) ∼= csp(X).

The first identification is standard, in the last identification we use the identification of grX with
X described above. Using these identifications the space grL can be seen as a subspace of csp(X),
i.e. of the same space as the original subspace L. Note that in general grL differs from L.

Further note that the Tanaka symbol of the contact distribution ∆ is isomorphic to the Heisen-
berg algebra of the corresponding dimension that will be denoted by η with the natural grading
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η = η−1⊕ η−2. The model graded conformal symplecic space X can be identified with η−1. Then
the algebra g0(η) of all derivations of η preserving the grading is equal to csp(X).

As in Remark 1.1 denote by P 0(η) the principal bundle over N such that the fiber P 0(η)γ over
a point γ ∈ N consists of all isomorphisms between the conformal symplectic spaces X and ∆(γ),
i.e. linear isomorphisms preserving the conformal symplectic structures on X and ∆(γ). In other
words, P 0(η) is the bundle of conformal symplectic frames of each fiber of the contact distribution
∆.

At the first step of our constructions, following [20], we would like to encode the presence of the
Jacobi curves on the fibers of the contact distribution ∆ by adopting to them a fiber subbundle
of P 0(η) of the minimal possible dimension in a canonical way. In contrast to Tanaka structures
of Remark 1.1 such subbundle cannot be chosen in general as a principal reduction of the bundle
P 0(η). However, this subbundle belongs to more general class of fiber subbundles of P 0 that we
call quasi-principal bundles.

To define the latter notion first note that, since the tangent spaces to the fibers of P 0(η)
are canonically identified with the Lie algebra csp(X), the tangent space to a fiber subbundle
P 0 of P 0(η) at a point ψ is identified canonically with a subspace Lψ of csp(X). If P 0 is a
principal reduction of P 0(η) these subspaces are the same for different points ψ and equal to
the Lie subalgebra of the structure Lie group of P . In general these subspaces vary when one
varies the points ψ. However, we can weaken the assumption of constancy of these subspaces by
assuming that the corresponding graded space grLψ, seen again as the subspace of csp(X) under
the identifications (5.2), is independent of ψ and equal to a subalgebra g0 of csp(X). In this case
we say that the fiber subbundle P 0 of P 0(η) is a quasi-principal bundle of type (η, g0).

In our case the algebra g0 can be described purely algebraically in terms of the modified Jacobi
symbol δmod, namely in terms of the universal algebraic prolongation uF (δmod) of δmod (in csp(X)),
which plays the same role in the geometry of curves of flags as the Tanaka universal algebraic
prolongation on the geometry of filtered structures [20]. This is by definition the largest graded
Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra csp(X) such that its negative part coincides with δmod. The
algebra uF (δmod) can be explicitly constructed by induction.

First let us describe this inductive construction in the case when I = Z or
1

2
Zodd (corresponding

to the cases when the original distributions D is of odd rank or of rank 2, respectively). Set
uF−1(δmod) := δmod and define by induction in k ∈ Z, k ≥ 0

(5.3) uFk (δmod) := {v ∈ cspk(X) : [v, δmod] ∈ uFk−1(δ)}.

The space uFk (δmod) is called the kth algebraic prolongation of the symbol δmod. Then

(5.4) uF (δmod) =
⊕

k∈Z, k≥−1

uFk (δmod)

In the case when I =
1

2
Zodd (corresponding to the cases when the original distributions D is

of even rank greater than 2) the following modification is needed: Set uF−1(δmod) := δmod and

uF
− 1

2

(δmod) := 0 and define uFk (δmod) as in (5.3) where k are nonnegative and belong
1

2
Zodd. Then

the algebra uFk (δmod) satisfies (5.4) with Z replaced by
1

2
Zodd in the summation of the righthand

side.
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As in the theory of Tanaka structures, one can define the flat curve with given symplectic
flag symbol, which is in a sense the simplest (the most symmetric) curve among all curves of
symplectic flags with this flag symbol. In our case consider the filtration/ the flag {Xi}i∈I on the
graded conformal symplectic space X, where subspaces Xi are as in (5.1) .

Definition 5.1. The flat curve Fδmod
of flags with flag symbol δmod is, up to the action of the

conformal symplectic group csp(X) on the corresponding flag variety, the closure of the orbit of
this filtration under the action of the one-parametric subgroup generated by the line δmod, namely
the closure of the curve x 7→ {exXi}i∈I , x ∈ δmod.

It can be shown by direct computations that for the symplectically flat distribution Dsp
δ the

germ of Jacobi curves at a generic point are germs of flat curves with flag symbol δ. Moreover,
the corresponding flag structure is locally isomorphic to the left-invariant flag structure on the
Heisenberg group of dimension equal to dimN (where N is the space of regular abnormal ex-
tremals) such that at the identity of the group the curve of flags in the corresponding fiber of the
contact distribution is the flat curve with flag symbol δ.

The building blocks for a more geometric description of flat curves of flags with given flag
symbol are rational normal curves in projective spaces. Recall that a rational normal curve in
r-dimensional projective space Pr is a curve represented as

t 7→ [1 : t : t2 : . . . tr]

in some homogeneous coordinates. If δmod = Rτm for some positive m ∈ 1
2Zodd (as in the case of

(2, 2m+7
2 )-distributions of maximal class), then the flat curve FRτm is the curve of complete flags

such that the curve of one dimensional subspaces of the flags in FRτm is a rational normal curve
in the (2m+1)-dimensional projective space PX and all other subspaces of the flags in FRτm are
obtained by osculation of the rational normal curve.

For a general symplectic flag symbol δmod fix a skew Young tableaux Tab(δmod) of δmod, assume

that this tableaux consists of k̃ rows (recall that k̃ = rankD − 1), and let L̃i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k̃, be the
subspaces of X spanned by the vectors appearing in the boxes of the ith row of Tab(δmod). Then

intersecting the subspaces of flags of the flat curve Fδmod
with the subspace L̃i one gets again the

curve of osculating subspaces of a rational normal curve in the projective space PL̃i. Informally

speaking, the flat curve Fδmod
is a direct sum of k̃ curves of osculating subspaces sitting in L̃i of

rational normal curves such that the grading is taken into account.

Remark 5.1. (Geometric interpretation of the universal algebraic prolongation in terms of flat
curves) Finally note ([14]) that the algebra uF (δmod) is isomorphic to the algebra of infinitesimal
symmetries (in csp(X)) of the flat curve Fδmod

.

Theorem 5.1. To a germ of distribution D with constant Jacobi symbol δ one can assign in
a canonical way a quasi-principal subbundle of P 0(η) of type

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
, where δmod is the

modified Jacobi symbol.

Note that the assignment in Theorem 5.1 is uniquely determined by a choice of a so-called
normalization condition for the structure equation of the moving frames associated with the
extended Jacobi cirves. The normalization conditions are given by a subspace W complementary
to the subspace uF+(δmod) + [δmod, csp+(X)] in csp+(X) , where csp+(X) is the nonnegative part

of the graded algebra csp(X) and uF+(δmod) = uF (δmod) ∩ csp+(X). This theorem is a direct
consequence of [20, Theorem 4.4] applied to the extended Jacobi curve of each regular abnormal
extremal γ in the case of distributions of odd rank or rank 2 and a straightforward generalization
of this result in the case of distributions of even rank greater than 2. As was already mentioned
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in Remark 3.2 the latter case does not satisfy the compatibility with respect to differentiation
assumption. However the constructions in this case are literally the same as in the proof of
Theorem 4.4 of [20].

The result of Theorem 5.1 can be seen as the zero step of the prolongation procedure for the
construction of the canonical frame for the distribution D if compared with the prolongation
procedure for Tanaka structures (as in Remark 1.1 and Theorem 1.1). In [21] we have shown that
the analog of Theorem 1.1 is valid for quasi-principle bundle as well. This implies the following

Theorem 5.2. Assume that D is a distribution with constant Jacobi symbol δ and δmod is the mod-
ified Jacobi symbol of D. Assume that the universal algebraic prolongation u

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
of the

pair (η, uF (δmod)) is finite dimensional and k ≥ 0 is the maximal integer such that uk
(
η, uF (δmod)

)

is not zero. Then to the distribution D one can assign, in a canonical way, a sequence of bundles
{P i}ki=0 such that P 0 is as in Theorem 5.1 and P i for i ≥ 0 is an affine bundle over P i−1 with
fibers being affine spaces over the linear space of dimension equal to dim ui

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
for any

i = 1, . . . k and such that P k is endowed with the canonical frame. In particular, the dimension
of the algebra of infinitesimal symmetries of a distribution D with Jacobi symbol δ is not greater
then dim u

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
. This upper bound is sharp and is achieved if and only if a distribution is

locally equivalent to the symplectically flat distribution Dsp
δ for which the algebra of infinitesimal

symmetries is isomorphic to u
(
η, uF (δmod)

)
.

Note that the statement of this Theorem about sharpness of the bounds and uniqueness of
maximally symmetric model up to an equivalence does not directly follow from Theorem 2.3 of
[21] but it can be proved without difficulties using the arguments of existence of so-called grading
element in the algebra u

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
similarly to [33],[42].

6. Jacobi symbols δ with finite dimensional algebra u(η, uF (δmod))

Now the natural question is for what Jacobi symbols δ is the algebra u(η, uF (δmod)) finite
dimensional?

Theorem 6.1. Assume that D is a distribution with constant Jacobi symbol δ and δmod is the
modified Jacobi symbol of D.

(1) If rankD is odd then u
(
η, uF (δmod)

)
is finite dimensional if and only if δmod is isomorphic

to the direct sum of symplectically indecomposable symbols generated by δs,l with s < l ≤
2s, s, l are positive integers. In other words, each symplectically indecomposable component
of δmod has the skew Young diagram consisting of two rows as in (4.2) and having at least
three columns with two boxes;

(2) If rankD = 2 then u
(
η, uF (δmod)

)
is finite dimensional if and only if δmod is isomorphic

to the symbol generated by τm with m > 1
2 , m ∈

1

2
Zodd. In other words, the skew Young

diagram of δmod consists of one row with at least 4 boxes.
(3) If rankD is even then u

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
is finite dimensional if and only if δmod is isomorphic

to the direct sum of symplectically indecomposable symbols generated by δs,l with s < l ≤
2s, s, l are positive integers, and of exactly one symplectic symbol generated by τm with

m ≥ 1
2 , m ∈

1

2
Zodd. In other words, the symplectically indecomposable components of

δmod have the skew Young diagrams consisting of either two rows as in (4.2) with at least
3 columns with two boxes or of one row and the latter component appears exactly ones.
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Note that in item (3) of this theorem, in contrast to item 2, the Young diagram of the sym-
plectically indecomposable component consisting of one row may have 2 boxes.

As a direct consequence of Theorem 6.1 we get the following

Corollary 6.1. If u
(
η, uF (δmod)

)
is finite dimensional then δ = δmod, i.e. the distribution D is

of maximal class.

Also as a direct consequence of item (1) of Theorem 6.1 and Remark 4.2 one has the following

Corollary 6.2. For a rank 3 distribution D the algebra u
(
η, uF (δmod)

)
is finite dimensional if

and only if D is of maximal class and dimD2(q) = 6 for generic point q.

Using Remark 4.1, Theorem 6.1 can be equivalently reformulated in the following shorter way:

Theorem 6.2. Assume that D is a distribution with constant Jacobi symbol δ and δmod is the
modified Jacobi symbol of D. Then the algebra u

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
is finite dimensional if and only if

the skew Young diagram Diag(δmod) of δmod satisfies both of the following two conditions:

(1) It does not contain two rows such that the most left box of one of the rows is located in
the same column or from the right to the most right box of another row;

(2) It does not consist of one row with two boxes.

Proof of Theorem 6.2 The proof is based on two general criteria for finiteness of prolongations
of Tanaka and Spencer, respectively, and on some theory of representation of sl2.

Let us first describe these criteria in general setting. Let as before t =
⊕

j≤−1

gi be a graded

nilpotent Lie algebra, g0(t) be the algebra of differentiations of t preserving the grading, and g0

be a subalgebra of g0(t). Tanaka criterium reduces the question whether the Tanaka prolonga-
tion u(t, g0) of a pair (t, g0) is finite-dimensional or not to the same question for the standard
prolongation (as described, for example, in [26, 38]) of the following subalgebra r(g0) of g0.

(6.1) r(g0) = {f ∈ g0|f(x) = 0 for all x ∈ gi, i ≤ −2}.

Recall that g0(t) (and hence r(g0)) can be considered as a subalgebra of gl(g−1). The standard
prolongation of r(g0) is nothing but the Tanaka prolongation of the pair (g−1, r(g0)), where g−1

is considered as a commutative graded Lie algebra with the trivial grading, i.e. such that all
elements of g−1 have degree −1. Note that the standard prolongation can be defined not only for
a subalgebra but for any subspace of gl(g−1) ([26, 38]). Tanaka criteruim can be formulated as
follows:

Theorem 6.3. Tanaka criterium ([32]). The Tanaka prolongation u(t, g0) of the pair (t, g0) is
finite-dimensional if and only if so is the standard prolongation of r(g0).

Remark 6.1. In the case when t = η(= η−1⊕ η−2), the Heisenberg algebra, g0(η) is the conformal

symplectic algebra csp(η−1) of η−1, and the r
(
g0(η)

)
is equal to the symplectic algebra sp(η−1).

This implies also that the algebra r
(
uF (δmod)

)
is equal to the universal algebraic prolongation

of the symbol δ in the algebra sp(η−1), i.e. the largest graded Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra
sp(η−1) such that its negative part coincides with δ. Obviously,

(6.2) uF (δmod)
)
= r
(
uF (δmod)

)
⊕ R Idη−1 .
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In its turn, Spencer criterium provides a computationally efficient method of detecting whether
the standard prolongation of a linear subspace A ⊂ gl(Y ) of a vector space Y over the field k is

finite-dimensional or not. Let k̄ be the algebraic closure of the field k and by Ak̄ be the subspace

in gl(Y k̄) obtained from A by field extension.

Theorem 6.4. Spencer criterium ([37, 23, 31]) The standard prolongation of a subspace A ⊂

gl(Y ) is finite-dimensional if and only if Ak̄ ⊂ gl(Y k̄) does not contain endomorphisms of rank 1.

The universal algebraic prolongations of symplectic flag symbols in the symplectic algebra (and
therefore, according to (6.2), in the conformal symplectic algebra) were described quite explicitly
in [20, section 8] using the theory of sl2 representation. Let us briefly list the main features of
this algebras in context of the Spencer criterium.

We start with some terminology. We say that a graded space X which is also sl2-module is a
nice sl2-module, if the corresponding embedding of sl2 into gl(X) is spanned by endomorphisms of
degree −1, 0, and 1. Let Y1 and Y2 be two nice sl2-modules. Then Hom(Y1, Y2) = Y2 ⊗ Y ∗

1 is the
sl2-module and a graded space in a natural way. Denote by n(Y1, Y2) the maximal sl2-submodule
of Hom(Y1, Y2) concentrated in the non-negative degree part. If Y1 = Y2 we simply will write
n(Y1) instead of n(Y1, Y2).

Further, assume that X is a graded conformal symplectic space which is also a nice sl2-module
such that the corresponding embedding of sl2 into gl(X) belongs to sp(X). In this case we will
say that X is a nice symplectic sl2-module. The conformal symplectic algebra csp(X) is a sl2-
module and a graded space in a natural way. Denote by l(X) the maximal sl2-submodule of sp(X)
concentrated in the non-negative degree part. From the maximality assumption it follows that
l(X) is a subalgebra of sp(X).

Given a symplectic flag symbol ρ on a graded conformal symplectic space X we can make X to
a nice symplectic sl2-module with ρ being degree −1 component of the corresponding embedding
ϕρ of sl2 into sp(X). Moreover, if one fix a skew Young tableaux Tab(ρ) of ρ (as described in
Remark 4.4), then each row in Tab(ρ) defines an irreducible sl2-submodule. From [20, subsection
8.3] it follows that the universal algebraic prolongation r

(
uF (ρ)

)
of the symbol ρ in csp(X) is

equal to the semidirect sum of the constructed embedding ϕρ of sl2 into sp(X) and the algebra
l(X),

(6.3) r
(
uF (ρ)

)
= l (X)⋊ϕρ sl2.

Remark 6.2. By Remarks 5.1 and 6.1 the algebra r
(
uF (ρ)

)
is isomorphic to the subalgebra of

sp(X) consisting of all infinitesimal symmetries of the flat curve Fρ with the symbol ρ. Hence,
to any element of r

(
uF (ρ)

)
we can assign the vector field on the curve Fρ. It turns out that the

ideal l(X) consists of all elements of r
(
uF (ρ)

)
for which the corresponding vector fields on Fρ are

identically zero. In other words, l(X) is the subalgebra of sp(X) consisting of the infinitesimal
symmetries of the flat curve Fρ considered as a parametrized curve. This implies that A ∈ l(X)
if and only if

(6.4) A
(
ex(Xi)

)
⊂ ex(Xi), ∀x ∈ ρ, i ∈ I,

where {Xi}i∈I is the filtration of X as in (5.1).

Remark 6.3. Note that analogous statements are true if we forget about the presence of symplectic
structure on X and consider curves of flags with respect to the action of GL(X). In all definitions
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and statements the algebras csp(X) or sp(X) should be replaced by gl(X) , the algebra l(X) is
replaced by n(X) and the latter satisfies relation (6.4).

1. Rank 1 elements in l (x) Our first goal is to prove the following

Proposition 6.1. In the case when ρ = δmod the algebra l (X) contains elements of rank 1 if
and only if the corresponding skew Young diagram Diag(δmod) does not satisfy condition (1) of
Theorem 6.2, i.e. it contains two rows such that the most left box of one of the rows is located in
the same column or from the right to the most right box of another row

Proof. In this case ρ is isomorphic to the direct sum of N(s, l) copies of the indecomposable
symbols Rδs,l for some finite number of pairs (s, l) with s ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ l ≤ 2s and of at most one

copy of Rτm for some m ∈
1

2
Zodd. Then we can split X as

(6.5) X =
k⊕

i=1

Li,

for some k ∈ N, where N(s, l) of subspaces Li are isomorphic to Xs,l and at most one subspace
Li is isomorphic to Lm, where spaces Xs,l and Lm are as in (4.1) and (4.4), respectively. The
restriction of ρ to Li is isomorphic to the indecomposable symbols Rδs,l in the first case and to
Rτm in the second case. Further, the restriction σ|Li

to Li of the symplectic form σ of V defines
natural identification between Li and its dual space L∗

i . Here σ denotes the symplectic form on
X. Splitting (6.5) defines the following (in general non-canonical) splitting of gl(X) :

(6.6) gl(X) =

k⊕

i,j=1

Hom(Li, Lj).

An endomorphism A ∈ gl(V ), having the decomposition A =
∑k

i,j=1Aij with respect to the

splitting (6.6), belongs to sp(X) if and only if Aii ∈ sp(Li) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ q and Aij = −A∗
ji

for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ q (here the dual linear map A∗
ji is considered as a map from Li to Lj under

the aforementioned identification Li ∼ L∗
i and Lj ∼ L∗

j). Therefore the map A 7→
∑k

i=1Aii +∑
1≤i<j≤q Aij defines the identification

(6.7) sp (X) ∼=

k⊕

i=1

sp(Li)⊕
⊕

1≤i<j≤q

Hom(Li, Lj).

This implies that

(6.8) l (X) ∼=

k⊕

i=1

l(Li)⊕
⊕

1≤i<j≤q

n(Li, Lj).

Note that by constructions the space l (X) is an invariant subspace with respect to the projec-
tions on each component of the decomposition (6.7). Therefore the question of the existence of
rank 1 elements in l (X) can be reduced to the same question regarding each component of the
decomposition (6.8). Moreover, let us show that in the question of existence of rank 1 elements
in l (X) one can get rid of multiple copies of Xs,l in the splitting (6.5) of X.

Lemma 6.1. The algebra l (X) contains rank 1 elements if and only if at least one of the following
algebras does:

(1) n (Xs1,l1 ,Xs2,l2), if Xs1,l1 and Xs2,l2 appear as components in the splitting (6.5);
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(2) n (Lm,Xs,l), if Lm and Xs,l appear as components in the splitting (6.5);
(3) l (Xs,l), if Xs,l appears as a component in the splitting (6.5);
(4) l (Lm), if Lm appears as a component in the splitting (6.5);

Proof. Applying formula (6.7) to the graded conformal symplectic space Xs,l ⊗RN(s,l) instead of
X it is easy to get the following natural identification:

(6.9) sp(Xs,l ⊗RN(s,l)) ∼=
(
sp(Xs,l)⊗ RN(s,l)

)
⊕
(
gl(Xs,l)⊗∧2RN(s,l)

)
,

where ∧2RN(s,l) denotes a skew-symmetric square of RN(s,l). Consequently,

(6.10) l(Xs,l ⊗ RN(s,l)) ∼=
(
l(Xs,l)⊗ RN(s,l)

)
⊕
(
n(Xs,l)⊗∧2RN(s,l)

)
.

Besides, for any two nice sl2-modules X1 and X2

(6.11) n(X1 ⊗ RN1 ,X2 ⊗ RN2) ∼= n(X1,X2)⊗Hom
(
RN1 ,RN2

)
.

Combining (6.10) and (6.11) with (6.8), one obtains the statement of the lemma. �

Now analyze the algebras appearing in Lemma 6.1 separately:

a) Algebras from the first two items of Lemma 6.1
The calculation of algebras n (Xs1,l1 ,Xs2,l2) and n (Lm,Xs,l) from the first two items of Lemma

6.1 is reduced to the calculation of n(Y1, Y2) where Y1 and Y2 are two disjoint irreducible nice

sl2-modules graded by the sets I1 and I2, where each Ii is either Z or
1

2
Zodd (note that I1 and

I2 might be different). For each i ∈ {1, 2}, let ri and si be the lowest and the highest weights
of element of Yi respectively and let li = si − ri (= dim Yi − 1). Recall that the corresponding
sl2-submodule Hom(Y1, Y2) = Y2 ⊗ Y ∗

1 is decomposed into the irreducible sl2-modules as follows:

(6.12) Hom(Y1, Y2) ∼=

min{l1,l2}⊕

i=0

Πl1+l2−2i,

where Πj denotes an irreducible sl2-module of dimension j +1 (see, for example, [22]). Note that
the following lemma immediately follows from the construction of the decomposition (6.12)

Lemma 6.2. The only submodule in the decomposition (6.12) containing rank 1 elements is the
submodule Πl1+l2 of the largest dimension.

Furthermore, the following formula can be easily verified (see [20, subsection 8.2]) using the
decomposition (6.12):

(6.13) n(Y1, Y2) =





⊕

i∈Z∩
[
max{0,s1−r2},min{l1,l2}

]
Πl1+l2−2i, s2 ≥ s1 and r2 ≥ r1

0, otherwise.

¿From this formula and Lemma 6.2 it follows that n(Y1, Y2) contains elements of rank 1 if and
only if n(Y1, Y2) = Hom(Y1, Y2) or, equivalently, all elements of Hom(Y1, Y2) have nonnegative
degrees, or, equivalently, s1 ≤ r2, i.e. the maximal degree of elements of Y1 does not exceed
the minimal degree of elements of Y2. Consider the skew Young diagram consisting of two rows
with l1 + 1 and l2 + 1 boxes, respectively, such that the columns of it are indexed by the set
I in the decreasing order from left to right and for any i ∈ I1 ∪ I2 the number of boxes in the
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column indexed by i is equal to the dimension of the subspace of degree i in Y1 ⊕ Y2. Then the
conditions above are equivalent to the fact that the obtained skew Young diagram does not satisfy
condition (1) of Theorem 6.2.

b) Algebras from item (3) of Lemma 6.1 Now consider the algebra l (Xs,l) from item (3)
of Lemma 6.1. The space Xs,l is the sum of two irreducible nice sl2-submodules

(6.14) Es,l = span{ei}s−l≤i≤s, Fs,l = span{fi}−s≤i≤l−s,

where {ei}s−l≤i≤s and {fi}=s≤i≤l−s are as in (4.1). Note that Es,l and Fs,l are two transversal
Lagrangian subspaces of Xs,l. Therefore the symplectic form on Xs,l defines the following natural
identifications: Es,l ∼= (Fs,l)

∗ and Fs,l ∼= (Es,l)
∗. Keeping in mind these identifications, an endo-

morphism A ∈ gl(V ), which has the decomposition A = A11 + A22 + A12 + A21 with respect to
the splitting

(6.15) gl(Xs,l) = gl(Es,l)⊕ gl(Fs,l)⊕Hom(Fs,l, Es,l)⊕Hom(Es,l, Fs,l),

belongs to sp
(
Xs,l

)
if and only if

(6.16) A∗
12 = A12, A

∗
21 = A21, and A22 = −A∗

11.

Therefore the map Fs,l : A 7→ A11 +A22 +A12 defines the following identifications

(6.17) sp(Xs,l) ∼= gl(Es,l)⊕ S2(Es,l)⊕ S2(Fs,l).

Here S2(Es,l) is a subspace of Hom(Fs,l, Es,l) and S
2(Fs,l) is a subspace of Hom(Es,l, Fs,l). Keeping

this in mind, we define s(Es,l) as the maximal sl2-submodule of S2(Es,l) concentrated in the non-
negative degree part of S2(Es,l). Similarly, let s(Fs,l) be the maximal sl2-submodule of S2(Fs,l)
concentrated in the non-negative degree part of S2(Fs,l).

Then from (6.17) it follows that

(6.18) l(Xs,l) ∼= n(Es,l)⊕ s(Es,l)⊕ s(Fs,l)

Obviously, l(Xs,l) contains an element of rank 1 if and only if at least one of the spaces s(Es,l),
s(Fs,l) or F−1

(
n(Es,l)

)
contains an element of rank 1. Now analyze each of this spaces. Start

with s(Es,l). By analogy with (6.12), sl2-module S2(Es,l) is decomposed into the irreducible
sl2-modules in the following way ([22]):

(6.19) S2(Es,l) =

[ l
2
]⊕

i=0

Π2l−4i.

Using the last decomposition, the following formula can be easily verified (see [20, subsection
8.3.1]):

(6.20) s(Es,l) =

[ l
2
]⊕

i=max{0,l−s}

Π2l−4i,

From this formula and the obvious analogues of Lemma 6.2 it follows that l1s,l contains element

of rank 1 if and only if s(Es,l) = S2(Es,l) or, equivalently, all elements of S2(Es,l) have nonnegative
degrees or ,equivalently, l ≥ s, i.e. the maximal degree of elements of Fs,l does not exceed the
minimal degree of elements of Es,l. The latter condition in turn is equivalent to the fact that the
corresponding skew Young diagram as in (4.2) does not satisfy condition (1) of Theorem 6.2.
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Further, the sl2-module S2(Fs,l) has the decomposition to irreducible submodules similar to
(6.19). However, the grading on these irreducible submodules is different from the case of S2(Es,l),
because it is induced from Hom(Es,l, Fs,l) instead of Hom(Fs,l, Es,l). One can easily show [20,
subsetion 8.3.1] that

(6.21) s(Fs,l) =

{
R if l is even and s = l

2 ,

0 otherwise.

and it contains a rank 1 element if and only if s = l = 0, i.e. when the corresponding Young
diagram consists of one column and two rows. The latter condition trivially does not satisfy
condition (1) of Theorem 6.2. Note that the first option in (6.21) is equivalent to the fact that
the corresponding Young diagram is rectangular.

Finally, note that from (6.13) applied to the case Y1 = Y2 it follows that

(6.22) n(Es,l) ∼= Π0
∼= R IdEs,l

and, taking into account the last relation of (6.16), it follows that the space (Fs,l)
−1
(
n(Es,l)

)
has

no element of rank 1 or, equivalently, elements A in l(Xs,l) of the form A = A11+A22 with respect
to decomposition (6.15) are never of rank 1.

Remark 6.4. As the matter of fact (Fs,l)
−1
(
n(Es,l)

)
is spanned by the endomorphism Z such that

Z|Es,l
= Id |Es,l

and Z|Fs,l
= − Id |Fs,l

.

c) Algebras from item (4) of Lemma 6.1 Note that l(Lm) ⊂ n(Lm) ∼= R IdLm, but
Id /∈ sp(Lm). Therefore l(Lm) = 0.

Combining results of items a), b), and c) above with Lemma 6.1 we obtain the Proposition 6.1.
�

2. Subspaces a, z, and p. If we consider the embedding ϕδmod
(sl2) of sl2 into sp(X) appearing

in the decomposition (6.3), then from the basic representation theory of sl2 it follows immediately
that ϕρ(sl2) has a rank 1 element if and only if the skew Young diagram of δmod does not satisfy
condition (2) of Theorem 6.2, i.e. it consists of one row with two boxes. Note that this and the
“only if” part of Proposition 6.1 implies the “only if” part of Theorem 6.2. However, this together
with the “if” part of Proposition 6.1 is not enough to finish the proof of the “if” part of Theorem
6.2.

For this goal, we need a decomposition of r
(
uF (δmod)

)
, which is finer than (6.3). Let a be the

subalgebra of r
(
uF (δmod)

)
consisting of those elements of r

(
uF (δmod)

)
for which any irreducible

sl2-submodule of the sl2-module X is an invariant subspace. The embedding ϕδmod
(sl2) clearly

belongs to a, which also implies that a is an sl2-submodule of r
(
uF (δmod)

)
. Therefore, there exists

the unique sl2-module p which is complementary to a in r
(
uF (δmod)

)
,

(6.23) r
(
uF (δmod)

)
= a⊕ p.

Note that by the construction p is a subspace of l(X). Also, let

(6.24) z = a ∩ l (X) .

Then

(6.25) l (X) = z⊕ p, a = ϕδmod
(sl2)⊕ z.

Let us describe the introduced subspaces a, z, and p in more detail. For this fix, as before, a skew
Young tableaux Tab(δmod) of δmod. Assume that this tableaux consists of k̃ rows (recall that
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k̃ = rankD − 1) and let L̃i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k̃, be the subspaces of X spanned by the vectors appearing
in the boxes of the ith row of Tab(δmod). We have the following decomposition:

X =

k̃⊕

i=1

L̃i,(6.26)

gl(X) =

k̃⊕

i=1

gl(L̃i)⊕
⊕

i 6=j

Hom(L̃i, L̃j).(6.27)

Denote by π1 and π2 the projections from gl(X) to

k̃⊕

i=1

gl(L̃i) and to
⊕

i 6=j

Hom(L̃i, L̃j), respectively,

with respect to decomposition (6.27). Then by constructions

(6.28) z = π1
(
l(X)

)
, p = π2

(
l(X)

)
.

Now prove that if the skew Young diagram of δmod satisfies condition (1) of Theorem 6.2 and
the algebra r

(
uF (δmod)

)
contains an element of rank 1, then a must contain an element of rank 1.

Indeed, if r
(
uF (δmod)

)
contains an element of rank 1 with nonzero p component with respect to

the decomposition 6.23 then, using the second relation of (6.28) and the fact that the space p is

an invariant subspace of the projection from gl(X) to gl(L̃i, L̃j) with respect to the decomposition
(6.27), the subspace p contains a rank 1 element, which contradicts Proposition 6.1.

Finally, assume that there exists an element A ∈ a of rank 1. Since each subspace L̃i is an
invariant subspace of A then there exist i0, 1 ≤ i0 ≤ k̃ such that A|L̃i0

has rank 1. Assume that A

splits as A1 +A2 with respect to the second decomposition in (6.25) so that A1 ∈ ϕδmod
(sl2) and

A2 ∈ z. On one hand, since L̃i0 is an irreducible sl2-module, the spectrum of the endomorphism
A1|L̃i0

constitute an arithmetic progression centered at (symmetric with respect to) the origin.

On the other hand, A2|L̃i0

is either a multiple of the identity by the formula of type (6.22),

if L̃i0 is indexed by Z (or, equivalently, L̃i0 is a (Lagrangian) subspace of the domain of the
indecomposable symbol of type Rδs,l) or equal to zero by item c) of the proof of Proposition 6.1,

if L̃i0 is indexed by
1

2
Zodd (or, equivalently, L̃i0 is the domain of the indecomposable symbol of

type Rτm) . Therefore A|L̃i0

may have rank 1 if an only if dim L̃i0 ≤ 2.

If dim L̃i0 = 1 then the Young diagram of δmod contains two rows with one box each, which

contradicts condition (1) of Theorem 6.2. If dim L̃i0 = 2, then there are two possibilities:

(1) L̃i0 is indexed by Z. Then Diag(δmod) contains 2 rows with 2 boxes which contradicts
either Remark 4.1 or condition (1) of Theorem 6.2.

(2) L̃i0 is indexed by
1

2
Zodd. Let us prove that in this case Diag(δmod) must consist of one

row with two boxes (in contradiction to condition (2) of Theorem 6.2). Otherwise, the

condition A|L̃i
= 0 for all i 6= i0, 1 ≤ i ≤ k̃ holds and it is not void. This implies that

A1|L̃i
= 0 for all i 6= i0, 1 ≤ i ≤ k̃, which yields that A1 = 0. Besides, A2|L̃i

= 0 for all

i 6= i0, 1 ≤ i ≤ k̃ and by item c) of the part 1 of the current proof A2|L̃i0

= 0. Therefore

A2 = 0 and hence A = 0, contradicting the assumption that A has rank 1.
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This completes the proof of “if” part of Theorem 6.2. �

7. Reduction of calculation of algebra u(η, uF (δmod)) to standard prolongation

of p

Next natural task is to describe the algebra u(η, uF (δmod)) as explicit as possible.
First of all consider the case of rank 2 distributions, which is important as a building block for

the case of distributions of arbitrary even rank.

Theorem 7.1. A (2, n)-distribution of maximal class has a modified Jacobi symbol δmod iso-
morphic to Rτn−2

2

, i.e. its Young diagram consists of one rows with 2(n − 3) boxes, the algebra

uF (δmod) is equal to an embedding of an irreducible representation of gl2 into csp(η−1) and the
algebra u(η, uF (δmod)) satisfies the following:

(1) [42] If n = 5, then u(η, uF (δmod)) is isomorphic to the split real form of the exceptional
Lie algebra G2 (as also expected from the classical Cartan work [9]);

(2) [15, 16] If n > 5, then the first prolongation u1
(
η, uF (δmod)

)
of the pair

(
η, uF (δmod)

)

vanishes, i.e. u(η, uF (δmod)) is isomorphic to the semidirect sum of the above mentioned
embedding of an irreducible representation of gl2 into csp(η−1) with η.

It turns out that for more general Jacobi symbols with sufficiently long rows of their Young
diagrams the subspace p introduced in the previous section (see the decomposition (6.23)) plays
the crucial role in the description of the algebra u(η, uF (δmod)). First, note that since η−1 (∼= X)
generates η, for every i ≥ 0 any element of ith Tanaka algebraic prolongation ui

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
of

the pair
(
η, uF (δmod)

)
is uniquely determined by its restriction to X.

Let φ ∈ u1
(
η, uF (δmod)

)
. Then by definition for any v1, v2 ∈ X ∼= η−1 we have

(7.1) φ(v1)v2 − φ(v2)v1 = φ([v1, v2]).

Fix a symplectic form σ, representing the conformal symplectic structure on X. Then there exists
the unique y ∈ η−2 such that [v1, v2] = σ(v1, v2)y for any v1, v2 in X. Let v = φ(y). Note that
v ∈ X. Using this and relation (7.1), we obtain another characterization of u1

(
η, uF (δmod

)
):

φ ∈ Hom(X, uF (δmod) ⊕ Hom(η−2,X) belongs to u1
(
η, uF (δmod)

)
if and only if the restriction of

φ to X satisfies the following condition: there exists v ∈ X such that for any v1, v2 ∈ X

(7.2) φ(v1)v2 − φ(v2)v1 = σ(v1, v2)v.

On the other hand, by definition φ ∈ Hom(X, uF (δmod)) belongs to the standard prolongation

uF (δmod)
(1) if and only if for any v1, v2 ∈ X

(7.3) φ(v1)v2 − φ(v2)v1 = 0.

Relations (7.2) and (7.3) imply that the standard prolongation
(
uF (δmod)

)(1)
can be considered

as the subspace of the space u1
(
η, uF (δmod)

)
corresponding to v = 0 in (7.2). The same statement

with the same proof is true for the higher order prolongations, i.e.

(7.4)
(
uF (δmod)

)(i)
⊂ ui

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
, i > 0.

Theorem 7.2. Assume that the skew Young diagram of the modified Jacobi symbols δmod satisfies
both conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 6.2 and in addition the following two conditions hold:

(3) The number of boxes in every row indexed by Z is at least 4;
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(4) The number of boxes in the row indexed by
1

2
Zodd (if it exists) is at least 6.

Then for any i > 0 the ith Tanaka algebraic prolongation ui
(
η, uF (δmod)

)
of the pair

(
η, uF (δmod)

)

coincides with the standard ith prolongation p(i) of the subspace p of gl(X) defined in (6.28).

Remark 7.1. Note that condition (3) in Theorem 7.2 is equivalent to the fact that in the decom-
position of δmod into the indecomposable symbols all components of type Rδs,l satisfy l ≥ 3 and
condition (4) is equivalent to the fact that in the same decomposition the component Rτm , if it

exists, satisfies m >
3

2
. Also, conditions (1) and (3) are equivalent to condition (1) and the fact

that in the decomposition of δmod into the indecomposable symbols there is no symbol of the type
Rδ1,2, i.e. the indecomposable symbol with rectangular Young diagram of size 2× 3.

Before proving Theorem 7.2, note that since p ⊂ l(X), one has that p(i) ⊂
(
l(X)

)(i)
. On the

other hand, from (7.4) it follows that
(
l(X)

)(i)
⊂ ui

(
η, l(X))

)
⊂ ui

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
, which implies

the following

Corollary 7.1. Under assumptions of Theorem 7.2 for any i > 0 the i-th Tanaka algebraic
prolongation ui

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
of the pair

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
coincides with the standard ith prolongation(

l(X)
)(i)

of the algebra l(X) of the infinitesimal symmetries of the flat curve Fδmod
with flag symbol

δmod considered as a parametrized curve.

Proof of Theorem 7.2. First, let us prove our theorem for i = 1, i.e. for the first prolongation.
Our theorem will be proved if we will show that for such φ we have that φ(v1) ∈ p for any

v1 ∈ X and that v = 0.
We can always assume that the Young subdiagram of the indecomposable component of type

Rτm in the diagram Diag(δmod), if exists, is situated at the very bottom. Fix again a skew Young
tableaux Tab(δmod) and let r =

[
1
2 (rankD − 1)

]
. For any i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ r let Ei be the span

of the vectors located in the boxes of the (2i − 1)-st row of Tab(δmod) and Fi be the span of the
vectors located in the boxes of the 2i-th rows of Tab(δmod). Finally, if rank D is even, let L be
the span of the vectors located in the last box of Tab(δmod).

Let us fix a basis in the subspace z defined by (6.24). For any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let Zi ∈ csp(X)
such that Zi|Ei

= Id |Ei
, Zi|Fi

= − Id |Fi
, and Zi equal to zero on all vectors of Tab(δmod) that

are not located in the boxes of the (2i − 1)-st and 2i-th row of Tab(δmod). Then using Remark
6.4 and item c) of the proof of Proposition 6.1 one can show that

(7.5) z = span{Zi}
r
i=1.

Now assume that v1, v2 ∈ Ei. Let Ei be the span of all vectors located in the boxes of Tab(δmod)
which are not in the (2i− 1)st row and let Πi be the projection from X to Ei parallel to Ei. Let

Πi ◦ uF (δmod) = {Πi ◦ A : A ∈ uF (δmod

)
}. Consider the subspace

(
Πi ◦ uF (δmod)

)
|Ei

of gl(Ei)

such that it consists of the restrictions of elements of Πi ◦ u
F (δmod) to Ei. Then from the second

identity of 6.25 and Remark 6.4 it follows that the space
(
Πi ◦ u

F (δmod)
)
|Ei

is 4-dimensional and

it is generated by the restrictions of elements of ϕδmod
to Ei and Id |Ei

, i.e. it is equal to the image
of the irreducible embedding of gl2(R) into gl(Ei).

As the restriction of the symplectic form to Ei vanishes, we get φ(v1)v2 = φ(v2)v1. Con-
sidering this equation modEi we get exactly the equation for the standard prolongation of
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(
Πi◦u

F (δmod)
)
|Ei

∼= gl2(R). According to the result of Kobayashi–Nagano [27], the first prolonga-

tion of the irreducible embedding of gl2(R) is non-zero only if the dimension of the representation
space does not exceed 3, which contradicts assumption (3) of our theorem. Thus, we see that
φ(v1)v2 = 0 modEi for all v1, v2 ∈ Ei. In particular, this implies that

(7.6) φ(Ei) ∈ p+ R(Zi + Id) +
∑

j 6=i

Zj.

Absolutely analogous analysis of the cases v1, v2 ∈ Fi implies that

(7.7) φ(Fi) ∈ p+ R(Zi − Id) +
∑

j 6=i

Zj .

In the case when v1, v2 ∈ L, using similar arguments, one can get from condition (4) of the
theorem under consideration and item (2) of Theorem 7.1 that

(7.8) φ(L) ∈ p+

r∑

j=1

Zj

¿From relations (7.6)-(7.7) it follows that if x ∈ X decomposes as x =
∑r

j=1(xEj
+ xFj

) + xL,
where xEj

∈ Ej , xFj
∈ Fj , and xL ∈ L, then there exist functionals αi ∈ X∗, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, such that

(7.9) φ(x) = φ′(x) +
r∑

i=1

(
αi(xEi

)(Zi − Id) + αi(xFi
)(Zi + Id)

)
+

r∑

i=1

αi

(∑

j 6=i

(xEj
+ xFj

) + xL
)
Zi,

where φ′ takes values in p. Now assume that v1 = vEi
∈ Ei and v2 = vFi

∈ Fi. Then by (7.2) we
get:

(7.10) φ(vEi
)vFi

− φ(vFi
)vEi

= σ(vEi
, vFi

)v.

Also let Ei ⊕ Fi = Ei ∩ Fi. Consider equation (7.10) modulo Fi.

(1) Assume that the subdiagram of Diag(δmod) consisting of the (2i− 1)st and 2ith row is not
rectangular. Then by (6.21), the second line there, the restriction of an element of p on
Ei takes values in Ei ⊕ Fi. Taking into account this fact, the fact that an element of p
sends Fi to Fi , and relation (7.9), we get from (7.10) that

−2αi(vEi
)vFi

= σ(vEi
, vFi

)v modFi, for any vEi
∈ Ei, vFi

∈ Fi.

As the dimensions of Ei and Fi are at least 4 by assumption (3) of the theorem, for any
vEi

∈ Ei we can find a non-zero vector vFi
∈ Fi such that σ(vEi

, vFi
) = 0. Hence, we see

that

(7.11) αi|Ei
= 0.

In particular, we also see that v ∈ Fi.
(2) Now assume that the subdiagram of Diag(δmod) consisting of the (2i − 1)st and 2ith row

is rectangular. The difference with the previous case is that the restriction of an element
of p on Ei takes values in Ei but not in Ei ⊕ Fi in general, because the considered case
corresponds to the first line of (6.21). Assume that the considered rectangular diagram
has size 2 × (2s + 1), the boxes of the upper row of the corresponding subtableaux are
filled by vectors es, es−1, . . . , e−s from the left to the right, and the boxes of the lower row
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of the corresponding subtableaux are filled by vectors fs, fs−1, . . . , f−s from the left to the
right. Recall that by constructions

(7.12) σ(ej , ek) = σ(fj , fk) = 0, σ(ej , f−j) = (−1)s−j

for all integers j, k such that −s ≤ j, k ≤ s. Then from the first line of (6.21) it follows
that there exists βi ∈ F ∗

i such that

(7.13) ∀ − s ≤ k ≤ s, vFi
∈ Fi, φ′(vFi

)ek = βi(vFi
)fk modEi ⊕ Fi.

Taking into account this fact, the fact that an element of p sends Fi to Fi, and the
relation (7.9), we get after substitution of vEi

= ek into (7.10) that:

(7.14) − βi(vFi
)fk − 2αi(ek)vFi

= σ(ek, vFi
)v modFi, for any vFi

∈ Fi,−s ≤ k ≤ s.

Taking vFi
= fj with j 6= −k and using (7.12) we obtain

(7.15) − βi(fj)fk − 2αi(ek)fj = 0 modFi.

Since s > 1 by assumption (3) of Theorem 7.2, we can always take j 6= −k such that
in addition j 6= k. Using this j in (7.15) we get that α(ek) = 0 . As the latter relation is
valid for arbitrary k such that −s ≤ k ≤ s, the relation (7.11) holds in the considered case
as well. Moreover, combining (7.11) and (7.15) one also gets that βi = 0, which together
with (7.13) implies that

(7.16) Im
(
φ′(vFi

)|Ei

)
= 0 modEi ⊕ Fi.

Let us now fix an arbitrary vEi
∈ Ei. From (7.9) and (7.11) we have φ(vEi

) = φ′(vEi
) modEi ⊕ Fi.

Let us prove that φ′(vEi
) = 0 modEi ⊕ Fi. Indeed, by (7.9), (7.10), and (7.16), when the

subdiagram of Diag(δmod) consisting of the (2i− 1)st and 2ith row is rectangular, we have

(7.17) φ′(vEi
)vFi

= σ(vEi
, vFi

)v + 2αi(vFi
)vEi

modEi ⊕ Fi, for any vFi
∈ Fi.

The splitting

(7.18) X =





(
r⊕

i=1

(Ei ⊕ Fi)

)
if rankD = 2r + 1,

(
r⊕

i=1

(Ei ⊕ Fi)

)
⊕ L if rankD = 2r + 2

induces the natural splitting of gl(X) as in (6.6). Let Pi be the projection from gl(X) to gl(Fi, Ei)
with respect to the latter splitting. Equation (7.17) and the fact that φ′(vEi

)vFi
takes values in Fi

imply that the rank of the linear map Pi

(
φ′(vEi

)
)
is not greater than 2. On one hand, Pi

(
φ′(vEi

)
)

must belongs to s(Ei) ⊂ S2(Ei) considered as a subspace of Hom(Fi, Ei) as in item b) of the proof
of Proposition 6.1.

On the other hand, from the condition (1) of Theorem 6.2 (which is also assumed in the
formulation of the present theorem and which is equivalent to conditions (1) or (3) of Theorem
6.1 depending on rankD) and decomposition (6.20) it follows that the subspace s(Ei) does not
contain nonzero elements of rank not greater than 2 . Below (Corollary to Lemma 8.6) we will
give the proof of this using the description of the latter decomposition via geometry of rational
normal curve. This and relation (7.17) imply that vectors v and vEi

are collinear modEi ⊕ Fi.
As vEi

can be arbitrary and the dimension of the subspace Ei is at least 4, this implies that

v = 0 modEi ⊕ Fi,(7.19)

αi|Fi
= 0.(7.20)
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Since relation (7.19), holds for an arbitrary i,1 ≤ i ≤ r, we have

(7.21) v ∈ L.

Now assume that v1, v2 ∈ L and let L denotes the span of all vectors in Tab(δmod) located in
the boxes which are not in the last row of Tab(δmod). Consider equation (7.2) modulo L. Using
the definition of the space p, the fact that Zi|L = 0, and the relation(7.9), one gets from (7.1)
that

(7.22) σ(v1, v2)v ∈ L.

Since σ|L 6= 0 (actually σ|L is a symplectic form on L), we get from (7.22) that v ∈ L, which
together with (7.21) implies that

(7.23) v = 0.

Further, let v1 = vEi1
∈ Ei1 and v2 = vEi2

∈ Ei2 . where i1 6= i2. Then from (7.1) and the fact

that σ(vEi1
, vEi2

) = 0 it follows that φ(vEi1
)vEi2

= φ(vEi2
)vEi1

. Considering the latter equation

modulo Ei1 and using (7.9) one gets that

(7.24) φ′(vEi1
)vEi2

= αi1(vEi2
)vEi1

modEi1

As before, the splitting (7.18) induces the natural splitting of gl(X) as in (6.6). Let Pi1,i2 be the
projection from gl(X) to gl(Ei2 , Ei1) with respect to the latter splitting. Equation (7.24) implies
that the rank of the linear map Pi1,i2

(
φ′(vEi1

)
)
is not greater than 1.

On one hand, Pi1,i2

(
φ′(vEi1

)
)
must belongs to n(Ei2 , Ei1). On the other hand, from our as-

sumptions it follows that n(Ei2 , Ei1) does not contain elements of rank 1. This implies that
Pi1,i2

(
φ′(vEi1

)
)
= 0 and thus by (7.24) αi1(vEi2

)vEi1
= 0. As vEi1

∈ Ei1 can be arbitrary this
implies that

(7.25) αi1 |Ei2
= 0, i1 6= i2.

In completely analogous way (taking v1 ∈ Ei1 and v2 ∈ Fi2 or v1 ∈ Ei and v2 ∈ L) one can get
that αi1 |Fi2

= 0, i1 6= i2 and αi|L = 0. Combining this with relations (7.11), (7.20), and (7.25)
we get that

(7.26) αi = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ r.

Therefore, by (7.9) φ = φ′, i.e. φ takes values in p. This together with (7.23) completes the
proof of the Theorem 7.2 in the case of the first prolongation.

Now we are going to establish the induction step for proving our theorem for prolongations of
higher order. For this first let us consider the following more abstract situation:

Let Y be a vector space endowed with a skew-symmetric (possibly degenerate) form ω. Similarly
to symplectic case (i.e. when the form is degenerate) consider the graded nilpotent Lie algebra
η̃ = η̃−1 ⊕ η̃−2 , where η̃−1 = Y , dim η̃−2 = 1, η̃−2 belongs to the center of η̃, and if a vector z
generates η−2 then [y1, y2] = ω(y1, y2)z for any y1, y2 ∈ η−1.

Let W be a subspace in r
(
g0(η)

)
. As in Remark 1.1, W can be considered as a subspace of

gl(Y ). Let W (1) be the standard prolongation of W and W (1sp) be the first prolongation of the

pair (η,W ) (in our previous notation W (1sp) = u1(η,W ). Note that both W (1) and W (1sp) can be
considered as subspaces of Hom(Y,W ) that in turn can be naturally identified with the subspace

of gl(W × Y ) as follows: that assigns to a map Φ ∈ Hom(Y,W ) the map Φ̃ ∈ gl(Y ′) as follows:

(7.27) Φ̃(w, y) := (Φ(y), 0).
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Further, assume that the space Y decomposes as follows

(7.28) Y =

k̃⊕

i=1

Yi,

where subspaces Yi satisfy the following properties:

(Y1) For any integer j such that 1 ≤ j ≤
[
k̃
2

]
there exist vectors v1 ∈ Y2j−1 and v2 ∈ Y2j such

that ω(v1, v2)v 6= 0;

(Y2) In the case of odd k̃ the restriction of the form ω to the subspace Yk̃ is nonzero identically
zero.

As before, splitting (7.28) of Y induces the splitting gl(Y ) =

k⊕

i1,i2=1

Hom(Yi1 , Yi2). Let πi1,i2 :

gl(Y ) → Hom(Yi1 , Yi2) the canonical projection with respect to this splitting.

Lemma 7.1. With all notations as above, assume that the space W satisfies the following two
properties:

(W1) W ⊂
⊕

i1 6=i2

Hom(Yi1 , Yi2);

(W2) For every i1, i2 ∈ {1, . . . , k̃} which are distinct (i.e. i1 6= i2) the subspace πi1,i2(W ) of
Hom(Yi1 , Yi2) does not contain elements of rank 1.

Then the following two statements hold:

(1) W (1sp) =W (1)

(2) Consider the space

Y ′ =


⊕

i1 6=i2

πi1,i2(W )




endowed with the symplectic form ω′ which is the pullback of the form ω with respect to
the canonical projection from Y ′ to Y (note that W × Y ⊂ Y ′ by condition (W1)). Take
the following splitting of Y ′:

(7.29) Y ′ =

k̃⊕

i=1

Y ′
i ,

where

(7.30) Y ′
i =


 ⊕

{j:j 6=i,1≤j≤k̃}

πj,i(W )


× Yi.

Then the space Y ′ satisfies conditions (Y1) and (Y2) and the space W ′ =W (1sp) =W (1), consid-
ered as the subspace of gl(Y ′) (under the natural identification as in (7.27)), satisfies conditions
(W1) and (W2) with respect to the splitting (7.29).

Proof. Take Φ ∈W (1sp). Similarly to (7.2), there exists a vector v ∈ Y such that

(7.31) Φ(v1)v2 − Φ(v2)v1 = ω(v1, v2)v, ∀v1, v2 ∈ Y

The first part of the lemma will be proved if we will show that v = 0.
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Similarly to the previous considerations, let Yi =
⊕

j 6=i

Yj and Yi1 ⊕ Yi2 =
⊕

j /∈{i1,i2}

Yj = Yi1 ∩ Yi1 .

Fix integer j such that 1 ≤ j ≤
[
k̃
2

]
and take v1 ∈ Y2j−1, v2 ∈ Y2j. By property (W1) Φ(v2)v1 ∈

Y2j−1. Therefore, from (7.31) it follows that Φ(v1)v2 = ω(v1, v2)v modY2j−1. Hence, the linear
map Φ(v1)v2 has rank not greater than 1. ¿From this and assumption (W2) it follows that
π2j,2j−1

(
Φ(v1)) = 0, i.e. ω(v1, v2)v ∈ Y2j−1 for any v1 ∈ Y2j−1, v2 ∈ Y2j . By assumptions (Y1)

there exists v1 ∈ Y2j−1 and v2 ∈ Y2j such that ω(v1, v2)v 6= 0, which implies that

(7.32) v ∈ Y2j−1.

By the same arguments, exchanging the role of v1 and v2, one gets that

(7.33) v ∈ Y2j.

As j ∈ {1, . . . ,
[
k̃
2

]
} is arbitrary, we get from (7.32) and (7.33) that v = 0 if k̃ is even or

(7.34) v ∈ Yk̃ if k̃ is odd.

In the latter case take v1 and v2 in Yk̃. Then by assumption (W1) Φ(v1)v2 − Φ(v2)v1 ∈ Y k̃.

Hence, using (7.31), we get that ω(v1, v2)v ∈ Yk̃. By assumption (W2) there exist vectors v1 and

v2 in Yk̃ such that ω(v1, v2) 6= 0, which implies that v ∈ Yk̃. Combining this with (7.34) we get

that v = 0 for odd k̃ as well. This proves the first part of the lemma.
Now let us prove the second part of the lemma. First it is clear from definition of the form ω′

that the splitting (7.29) satisfies conditions (Y1) and (Y2).
Let us prove that the space W ′ satisfies condition (W1) with respect to the splitting (7.29).

Let π′i1,i2 : gl(Y ′) 7→ Hom(Y ′
i1
, Y ′

i2
) be the canonical projection with respect to the splitting of

gl(Y ′) induced by the splitting (7.29) of the space Y ′. We actually have to prove that π′i,i(Ψ) = 0

for any Ψ ∈W ′ and any integer i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k̃.
If πi : Y 7→ Yi denote the canonical projection with respect to the splitting (7.28), then directly

from definition (7.30) of subspaces Y ′
i for any Ψ ∈ Hom(Y,W ) ⊂ gl(Y ′) we have the following

relation:

(7.35) π′i1,i2(Ψ)(y) = πi2 ◦
(
Ψ(πi1y)

)
, ∀y ∈ Y.

In the righthand side of the last equation ◦ means the composition of two linear maps: Ψ(πi1y) ∈
W ⊂ gl(Y ) and πi2 ∈ Hom(Y, Yi2).

If Ψ ∈W ′ (= W (1)), then Ψ(y)z = Ψ(z)y for any y, z ∈ Y . Therefore, by (7.35)

(πi,iΨ)(y)z = πi
(
Ψ(πiy)z

)
= πi

(
Ψ(z)πiy

)
.

Since Ψ(z) ∈W andW satisfies condition (W1), then Ψ(z)πiy ∈ Yi, which implies that πi
(
Ψ(z)πiy

)
=

0. So, πi,iΨ) = 0, hence the space W ′ satisfies condition (W1).
Finally, let us prove that the space W ′ satisfies condition (W1) with respect to the splitting

(7.29). Assume by contradiction that there exists Ψ ∈W ′ and indices i1 6= i2, 1 ≤ i1, i2 ≤ k̃ such
that the map π′i1,i2(Ψ) has rank 1. It means hat there exist w0 ∈ gl(Y ) and α ∈ Y ∗

i1
, α 6= 0 such

that

(7.36) π′i1,i2(Ψ)(y) = α(πi1y)w0.
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Take y1, y2 ∈ Yi1 . Then from (7.35) it follows that

(7.37) π′i1,i2(Ψ)(y1)y2 = πi2Ψ(y1)y2 = α(y1)w0(y2).

In the same way,
π′i1,i2(Ψ)(y2)y1 = α(y2)w0(y1).

Since Ψ ∈W ′ =W (1),

π′i1,i2(Ψ)(y1)y2 = πi2Ψ(y1)y2 = πi2Ψ(y2)y1 = π′i1,i2(Ψ)(y2)y1.

Therefore, α(y1)w0(y2) = α(y2)w0(y1)
Since by our assumptions α 6= 0, there exists y2 ∈ Yi1 such that α(y2) 6= 0, which implies that

(7.38) w0(y) =
α(y)

α(y2)
w0(y2), ∀y ∈ Yi1

So, the map w0 has rank 1. Finally, (7.37) implies that w0(y2) ∈ Yi2 , which yields that w0 ∈
πi1,i2(W ). This means that the space πi1,i2(W ) contains elements of rank 1, contradicting as-
sumption (W2) on W . �

Now let us explain how to use Lemma 7.1 as an induction step in proving of our Theorem 7.2
for higher order prolongations. Assume as before that η = η−1 ⊕ η−2 be the Heisenberg algebra,
the algebra g0 ⊂ csp(η−1) and for a given i ∈ N

Y = η−1 ⊕ g0 ⊕
i−1⊕

j=1

uj(η, g0).

Let ω be the slew-symmetric form on Y , which is the pullback of a symplectic form on η−1 (defined
up to a multiplication by a constant). Take W = ui(η, g0). Note that W can be considered as
a subspace of Hom

(
η−1, ui−1(η, g0)

)
, which in turn can be identified with a subspace of gl(Y ).

Directly from the definitions of prolongations one can show that under this identification

(7.39) W (1sp) ∼= ui+1(η, g0).

Here again ui+1(η, g0) is identified with a subspace in gl
(
Y ⊕ ui(η, g0)

)
.

To finish the proof of Theorem 7.2 we proceed by induction. We proved previously that
u1(η, g0) = p1. Also, the algebra p satisfies conditions of Lemma 7.1. Hence, p(1sp) = p(1).

Moreover, using the fact that (p(i))(1) = p(i+1) and applying the same lemma inductively we get

that p(i+1) = (p(i))(1sp). Assuming by induction that ui(η, g0) = p(i) for some i ∈ N and using
(7.39), we get that

ui+1(η, g0) = (ui(η, g0))(1sp) = (p(i))(1sp) = p(i+1),

which completes the induction step and therefore the proof of the theorem. �

8. Description of algebra u(η, uF (δmod)) via geometry of certain projective

varieties

In this section we make an attempt given a flag symbol satisfying conditions of Theorem 7.2
to describe the algebra u(η, uF (δmod)) in the more explicitly way using the fact that if a subspace
in sp(X) can be identified with a space of quadratic polynomials vanishing on a given projective
variety E in PX, then the standard prolongations of this subspace can be identified with the space
of certain polynomials vanishing on the secant variety of E of certain order. For general Jacobi
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symbols in this way we are able only to show that ui(η, uF (δmod)) is a subspace in a space of this
kind, obtaining an upper bound for the dimension of ui(η, uF (δmod)). However, for a large class
of Jacobi symbols the spaces ui(η, uF (δmod)) can be identified with certain spaces of polynomials
of this kind (and not only with certain subspaces of them). In this way we get the description of
the prolongation algebra u(η, uF (δmod)) for all Jacobi symbols appearing in rank 3 distributions,
for which this algebra is finite dimensional, and also for most of such Jacobi symbols appearing
in rank 4 distributions (see Remark 8.3 below). In particular, in the case of rank 3 distributions
with Jacobi symbol having nonrectangular skew Young diagram this description is given in terms
of tangential developable and secant varieties of a rational normal curve.

To begin with, to any A ∈ Hom(X,Y ) one can naturally assign a bilinear form Ã on X×Y ∗ as

follows: Ã(v, p) := p(Av), v ∈ X, p ∈ X∗. Given a subspace W in Hom(X,Y ) denote by W̃ the
corresponding subspace in the space of bilinear forms on X × Y ∗. Let r and s are dimensions of
X and Y respectively and x = (x1, . . . xr) and y = (y1, . . . , ys) are coordinates on X and Y ∗ w.r.t.
some bases in those vector spaces. Then any bilinear form is identified with a polynomial in x
and y, which is linear in x and linear in y. The following lemma is well known and immediately
follows from definitions:

Lemma 8.1. The ith prolongation of a subspace W of Hom(X,Y ) can be naturally identified with
all polynomials F (x, y) of degree i+ 1 in x and linear in y such that all their partial derivatives

in x of order i (i.e. polynomials ∂iF
∂x

α1
1
...∂xαr

r
for all multi-indices α = (α1, . . . , αr) with |α| = i)

belong to the space W̃ .

Now assume that the space X is endowed with a symplectic form σ. The form σ defines the
identification between X and X∗ given by the map v 7→ σ(v, ·), x ∈ X. Under this identification

given an endomorphism A on X the form Ã is a bilinear form on X ×X. An endomorphism A

of X belongs to sp(X) if and only if the corresponding bilinear form Ã is symmetric. In this case

Ã is completely determined by the corresponding quadratic form

(8.1) v 7→ Ã(v, v) = σ(v,Av).

Therefore a subspace W of sp(X) can be identified with a subspace of quadratic forms on X

which by analogy with the previous considerations will be denoted by W̃ . Then in this situation
Lemma 8.1 can be reformulated as follows:

Lemma 8.2. The kth prolongation of a subspace W of sp(X) can be naturally identified with
the space of all polynomials of degree k + 2 in X such that all their partial derivatives of order k

belong to the corresponding subspace W̃ in the space of quadratic forms.

Given a projective variety E denote by I(E) the ideal of homogeneous polynomials vanishing
on E . We shall also denote by Ik(E) the subspace of all polynomials of degree k in I(E). Define
the kth secant variety SkE of E as the algebraic closure of the union of k-planes in the projective
space passing through k + 1 points from E . By definition we set S0(E) = E .

Lemma 8.3. Assume that a subspace W of sp(X) satisfies the following property: there exists

a projective variety E in X such that the corresponding subspace W̃ belongs to I2(E). Then the
kth standard prolongation of W can be identified with a subspace of Ik+2

(
SkE

)
. Moreover, if

W̃ = I2(E), then W
(k) ∼= Ik+2

(
SkE

)
.

Proof. By Lemma 8.2 the kth prolongation of W can be identified with polynomials F of degree
k + 2 such that all their partial derivatives of order k belong to I2(E). It is clear that any such
polynomial and all its partial derivatives of degree ≤ k lie in I(E).
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Let us prove that any such polynomial F vanishes identically at Sk(E). It is sufficient to prove
that it vanishes at any secant k-plane of E . Indeed, let p0, . . . , pk ∈ E be the set of k + 1 points
and let

W : Pk → Pr−1, [y0 : y1 : · · · : yk] 7→ y0p0 + y1p1 + . . . ynpn;

be the embedding of the corresponding secant k-plane, where r = dimX. Then F ◦ W is a
polynomial of degree k + 2 on Pk that vanishes at basis points qi ∈ Pk, i = 0, . . . , k, and, in
addition, all its derivatives of degree ≤ k also satisfy this property. This immediately implies that
F ◦W = 0. Hence, F vanishes identically at Sk(E), i.e. it belongs to Ik+2

(
SkE

)
.

Finally, if W̃ = I2(E) by make the arguments in the reversed order one gets that if a polynomials
F of degree k + 2 vanishes on SkE then all its derivatives of order k vanishes on E and hence F
belongs to W (k).

�

The question now is what varieties can be taken as E for subspaces p or l(X)? Throughout the
rest of the section we assume that the symbol δmod satisfies all assumptions of Theorem 7.2.

As in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 7.2 assume that in the diagram Diag(δmod) the
Young subdiagram of the indecomposable component of type Rτm, if exists, is situated at the
very bottom. Fix again a skew Young tableaux Tab(δmod) and let r =

[
1
2 (rankD − 1)

]
. For any i

such that 1 ≤ i ≤ r let Ei be the span of the vectors located in the boxes of the (2i− 1)st row of
Tab(δmod) and Fi be the span of the vectors located in the boxes of the 2ith rows of Tab(δmod).
Finally, if rank D is even, let L be the span of the vectors located in the last box of Tab(δmod).

Let j0 be the minimal index in I (with respect to the natural order) such that the subspace
Xj0 is isotropic. Note that in fact j0 is the minimal positive index in I, i.e. j0 = 1 if I = Z and

j0 =
1

2
if I =

1

2
Zodd or I =

1

2
Z. Let A be a subset {1, . . . , r} of all i such that the subdiagram of

Diag(δmod) consisting of the (2i−1)st and 2ith row is not rectangular. Assume that the restriction
of the symbol δmod to Ei ⊕ Fi is isomorphic to the symbol Rδs,l and fix the skew Young tableaux
for this restriction as in (4.3). Given i ∈ A let Li be the linear span of Xj0 and the vector e0 from
the skew Young tableaux (4.3) corresponding to the restriction of the symbol δmod to Ei ⊕ Fi. If
i /∈ A we set Li = Xj0 .

Let Ei(δmod) be the algebraic closure of the curve x 7→ exLi(δmod), x ∈ δmod. Ei(δmod) can be
considered as algebraic varieties in the projective space PX (by taking the closure of the union of
all lines belonging to spaces exLi(δmod) for all x ∈ δmod).

Lemma 8.4. If A ∈ p, then the corresponding quadratic form Ã vanishes on Ei(δmod) for every
i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ r, if rankD is odd, and 1 ≤ i ≤ r + 1, if rankD is even. In other words,

(8.2) p̃ ⊂ I2
(
Ei(δmod)

)
.

Proof. If A ∈ p then (6.4) implies that A
(
ex(Xj)

)
⊂ ex(Xj) ∀x ∈ δmod. Since by the definition

of j0 all subspaces ex(Xj0) are isotropic, from this and (8.1) it follows that the quadratic form Ã
vanishes on ex(Xj0). This completes the proof in case i /∈ A.

Now assume that i ∈ A. Since etxLi ⊂
(
ex(Xj0)

)∠
, then Ã(v1, v2) = 0 for any v1 ∈ ex(Xj0)

and v2 ∈ etxLi. Finally, in case by (6.21), the second line there, Ae0 belongs to Ei ⊕ Fi ⊂ E∠

i ,
where e0 is as in (4.3), considered as the skew Young tableaux for the restriction of the symbol

δmod to Ei⊕Fi. This implies that the quadratic form Ã vanishes on exLi and completes the proof
of the lemma. �
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As a direct consequence of Corollary 7.1 and Lemmas 8.3 and 8.4, we get the following

Theorem 8.1. Assume that the flag symbol δmod satisfies all assumptions of Theorem 7.2. Then
for every i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ r, if rankD is odd, and 1 ≤ i ≤ r+1, if rankD is even and for any
positive integer k the kth Tanaka algebraic prolongation uk

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
of the pair

(
η, uF (δmod)

)

can be identified with a subspace of the space Ik+2

(
SkEi(δmod)

)
of all polynomials of degree k + 2

on X that vanishes on the kth secant variety of the variety Ei(δmod).

Note that under assumptions of this theorem on the flag symbol δmod certain osculating sub-
space of the curve x 7→ exXj0 , x ∈ δmod, is equal to the whole ambient vector space X at any
point. Besides, by construction Xj0 ⊆ Li for any i. Therefore, SKEi(δmod) = PX for sufficiently
large K and by Theorem 8.1 the spaces uK

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
vanishes for such K. This gives more

constructive proof of the finiteness type result for distributions with Jacobi symbols satisfying
assumptions of Theorem 8.1 without referring to the Spencer criterium. In addition, this gives
some estimate from above on the size of the spaces uk

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
.

The space I2
(
Ei(δmod)

)
is usually larger than the space p, so Theorem 8.1 gives only an

estimation from above for the size of uk
(
η, uF (δmod)

)
. If the quadratic form Ã belongs to

I2
(
Ei(δmod)

)
, then by polarization the corresponding bilinear form Ã satisfies Ã(v1, v2) = 0 for

every v1, v2 ∈ ex(Li) and x ∈ δmod. Hence, if A ∈ sp(X) is related to the form Ã by (8.1), then
σ(v1, Av2) = 0 for every v1, v2 ∈ ex(Li), which is equivalent to the following inclusion

(8.3) A
(
exLi

)
⊂
(
exLi

)∠
, ∀x ∈ δmod

If i ∈ A, then
(
ex(Li)

)∠
is equal to the linear span of all element of nonnegative degree in

Ei ⊕ Fi and vector e1, while if i /∈ A then
(
ex(Li)

)∠
is equal to the linear span of element of

nonnegative degrees in X. So, condition (8.3) does not ensure that any A ∈ I2
(
Ei(δmod)

)
is

concentrated in nonnegative degrees. It is guarantied only in the case r = 0 (corresponding to
rank 2 distributions of maximal class), because in this case the subspaces Xj0 is Lagrangian, but
this case is not interesting since here all subspaces involved such as p, l(X), and I2

(
Ei(δmod)

)
are

equal to zero, as follows from above arguments and part c) of the proof of Lemma 6.1.
Now we give a class of flag symbols δmod for which the spaces ui(η, uF (δmod)) can be identified

with spaces of polynomials of this kind ( and not only with subspaces of them). Continuing the
numeration of assumptions Theorems 6.2 and 7.2 assume that

(5) In a decomposition of the symbol δmod into indecomposable components there is no in-
decomposable symbols of the type Rδs,2s, i.e. symbols with rectangular Young diagram
consisting of two rows. Equivalently, the introduced above set A coincides with {1, . . . , r}.

(6) For any two indecomposable symbols Rδs1,l1 and Rδs2,l2 in the decomposition of the symbol
δmod into indecomposable components we have

(8.4) s1 + s2 > max{l1, l2}.

Remark 8.1. Note that assumption (6) formally implies assumption (5) if one counts the same
indecomposable component twice . However, we would like to emphasis assumption (5) as a
separate one.

The key point of assumption (5) is that under this assumption

(8.5) s(Fi) = 0, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ r,
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where, as in the part b) of the proof of Lemma 6.1, s(Fi) is the maximal sl2-submodule of S2(Fs,l)
concentrated in the non-negative degree part of S2(Fs,l), considered as the subspace of Hom(Ei, Fi)
under the identification of E∗

i with Fi via the symplectic form (see also (6.21), second line).
The key point of assumption (6) is that

(8.6) n(Ei1 , Fi2) = 0, ∀1 ≤ i1 6= i2 ≤ r,

where as in the part b) of the proof of Lemma 6.1, n(Ei1 , Fi2) is the maximal sl2-submodule
of Hom(Ei1 , Fi2)) concentrated in the non-negative degree part of Hom(Ei1 , Fi2)). Identity (8.6)
can be obtain easily from (6.13).

Further, let L be equal to the linear span of all spaces Li with 1 ≤ i ≤ r, if rankD is odd, and
1 ≤ i ≤ r + 1, if rankD is even.

Remark 8.2. Note that under assumption (5) the space L is Lagrangian.

Now let E(δmod) be the algebraic closure of the curve x 7→ exL(δmod), x ∈ δmod. Again E(δmod)
can be considered as algebraic varieties in the projective space PX (by taking the closure of the
union of all lines belonging to spaces exL(δmod) for all x ∈ δmod).

Lemma 8.5. Assume that Jacobi symbols satisfies conditions of Theorem 6.2 and in addition

satisfies assumptions (5) and (6) above. If A ∈ p, then the corresponding quadratic form Ã
vanishes on E(δmod). In other words,

(8.7) p̃ ⊂ I2
(
E(δmod)

)
.

Proof. We proceed exactly as in the proof of Lemma 8.4. The only difference is in the final step:
here we need to show that σ(v,Av) = 0 for any v ∈ L which has degree 0. Indeed, from (8.5) and
(8.6) it follows that Av ∈ L ∩ ⊕r

i=1Ei. Then by Remark 8.2 σ(Av, v) = 0. �

Further, using the same arguments as ones leading to relation (8.3) we get that Ã ∈ I2
(
E(δmod)

if and only if

(8.8) A
(
exL

)
⊂
(
exL

)∠
= exL, ∀x ∈ δmod.

The last equality follows again from the fact that L is Lagrangian. The next important obser-
vation is that if the symbol δmod satisfies assumption (1) of Theorem 6.2 then the whole flat curve
Fδmod

can be uniquely recovered from the curve x 7→ exL, x ∈ δmod by osculation and taking the
skew-orthogonal complement. This together with (8.8) and Remark 6.2 implies that A ∈ l(X).
In other words,

(8.9) I2
(
E(δmod) ⊂ l(X).

Combining inclusions (8.7) and (8.9) with Theorem 7.2, Corollary 7.1, and the last statement of
Lemma 8.3, we get the following

Theorem 8.2. Assume that the flag symbol δmod satisfies all assumptions of Theorem 7.2 and
in addition assumptions (5) and (6) above. Then for any positive integer k the kth Tanaka
algebraic prolongation uk

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
of the pair

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
can be identified with the space

Ik+2

(
SkE(δmod)

)
of all polynomials of degree k + 2 on X that vanishes on the kth secant variety

of the variety E(δmod).
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Remark 8.3. Note that if r ≤ 1, i.e. in the case of Jacobi symbols of distributions of rank 2, 3,
or 4 of maximal class condition 6 is void (if one considers distinct indecomposable symbols in
the decomposition of δmod) and therefore can be omitted in Theorem 8.2. Consider each of these
ranks separately:

(1) In the case of rank 2 distributions we already have Theorem 7.1, so Theorem 8.2 does not
add anything.

(2) In the case of rank 3 distributions by the first sentence of this remark and Corollary 6.2
all assumptions in Theorem 8.2 can be replaced by the assumption that the symplectically
flat distribution is of maximal class, has 6-dimensional square, and the corresponding skew
Young diagram is not rectangular.

(3) In the case of rank 4 all assumptions in Theorem 8.2 can be replaced by the assumption
that the symplectically flat distribution is of maximal class, the skew Young diagram of
Z-graded component of its symbol is nonrectangular and has at least 3 columns with 2

boxes and the skew diagram of
1

2
Zodd-graded component is a row with at least 6 boxes.

Note that the minimal dimension of the ambient space M , when such situation happens

is 11 and it corresponds to the Jacobi symbol R
(
δ3,2 ⊕ τ 5

2

)
.

Now, following the same line, we show that in the case of Jacobi symbols of rank 3 distributions
of maximal class with 6-dimensional square and non-rectangular skew Young diagram one can
obtain more simple description of spaces uk

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
in terms of a space of certain polynomials

vanishing on some projective variety in a projective space of smaller dimension.
In the considered case r = 1, X = E1⊕F1, and δ = δmod = Rδs,l for some positive integer s and

s < l < 2s. We also fix the skew Young tableaux as in 4.3 Recall that F1 is an invariant subspace
of δ. Let C be the (regular) rational normal curve in PF1, which is the closure of the orbit of
the line represented by the vector fl−s under the one-parametric group eδ. The jth tangential
developable T jC is by definition (the algebraic closure of) the union of the j osculating subspaces
C(i) of the curve C. Obviously T 0C = C. Note that in our case i0 = 1. Also by constructions we
have the following relation

(8.10) T l−s−1C = F1
δ ∩ F1,

where, as before, Fδ denotes the flat curve with the flag symbol δ (see Definition 5.1).

Lemma 8.6. In the case δmod = Rδs,l with s < l < 2s the subspace p can be identified with

the space I2(T
l−s−1C) of all quadratic forms on F1 that vanishes on the (l − s − 1)st tangential

developable T l−s−1C of the rational normal curve C.

Proof. Following part b) of the proof of Lemma 6.1, we consider S2(E1) as a subspace of Hom(F1, E1)
after identification of F ∗

1 with E1 via the symplectic form σ and let s(E1) be the maximal sl2-
submodule of S2(E1) concentrated in the non-negative degree part of S2(E1). From the same
part b) of the proof of Lemma 6.1 the subspace p coincides with the subspace s(E1). Then,
using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 8.2 and the relation (8.10), we get that
p̃ ⊂ I2(T

l−s−1C).
On the other hand, by the same arguments as in the proof of inclusion (8.3) we get that the

space I2(T
l−s−1C) can be identified with the maximal sl2-submodule of S2(E1) concentrated in

the degrees greater or equal to −1. However, from decomposition (6.19) of S2(E1) into irreducible
sl2 modules it follows that the part of this decomposition concentrated in nonnegative degree is
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equal to the part of this decomposition concentrated in degree greater or equal than −1. This
completes the proof of the lemma. �

As a direct consequence of Theorem 7.2, the last sentence of Lemma 8.3 and Lemma 8.6, we
get the following

Theorem 8.3. Assume that the flag symbol δmod = Rδs,l with s < l < 2s. Then the kth Tanaka

algebraic prolongation uk
(
η, uF (δmod)

)
of the pair

(
η, uF (δmod)

)
can be identified with the space

Ik+2

(
Sk(T l−s−1C)

)
of all polynomials of degree k + 2 on Fs,l that vanishes on the kth secant

variety of the l− s− 1st tangential developable T l−s−1C of the regular rational normal curve C on
PFs,l.

Remark 8.4. In order to prove Theorem 8.3 we can also proceed as follows: prove that p ⊂
I2(T

l−s−1C), as in the first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 8.6. Then observe that the space
I2(T

l−s−1C) can be naturally embedded into the space I2
(
E(δmod)

)
by extension of a quadratic

form from F1 to X such that E1 is the kernel of this extension. Then from (8.9) we have that
I2(T

l−s−1C) ⊂ l(X) and Theorem 8.3 follows from Theorem 7.2, Corollary 7.1, and the last
statement of Lemma 8.3.

Let us consider the case l = s + 1 in more detail. First note that dimPFs,s+1 = s + 1. Let
(x1, . . . xs+2) are coordinates in Fs,s+1 with respect to the basis (f1, f0, . . . , f−s). We have a
well-known description of k-secant varieties of the rational normal curve C:

Lemma 8.7 ([24]). The ideal I(SkC) is generated (as an ideal) by Ik+2(S
kC). The space

Ik+2(S
kC), in its turn, is generated (as a linear space) by all rank k + 2 minors of the matrix:




x1 x2 x3 . . . xs+2−α

x2 x3 x4 . . . xs+3−α
...

xα+1 xα+2 xα+3 . . . xs+2


 ,

where α is an arbitrary integer between k + 2 and s− k − 1.

In particular, we see that in the considered case the space p(k), k ≥ 0 coincides with the space
Ik+2(S

kC) and is described explicitly by Lemma 8.7.
Finally, in order to complete the case of rank 3 distributions of maximal class with 6-dimensional

square consider the case of Jacobi symbol with rectangular Young diagram:

Theorem 8.4. If a (3, n)- distribution of maximal class with 6-dimensional square has Jacobi
symbol with rectangular diagram , then the following statements hold:

(1) The dimension n of the ambient manifold M is even and the (modified) Jacobi symbol is

isomorphic to Rδs,2s with s =
n− 4

2
.

(2) The algebra uF (δmod) is isomorphic to the direct product sl2 × gl2 acting on X ∼= E1 ⊗R2

componentwise such that sl2 acts irreducibly on E1 and the action of gl2 on R2 is standard.
(3) [42] If n = 6, then u(η, uF (Rδ1,2) is isomorphic to the algebra so(4, 3) (as also expected

from [4, 5]);
(4) If n is even and greater than 6, then the first prolongation u1

(
η, uF (Rδn−4

2
,n−4)

)
of the

pair
(
η, uF (Rδn−4

2
,n−4)

)
vanishes, i.e. u(η, uF (Rδn−4

2
,n−4)) is isomorphic to the semidirect

sum of sl2×gl2 and X ∼= E1⊗R2 (with the action of sl2×gl2 on E1⊗R2 described above).
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Proof. For item (1) as was already discussed in section 4, paragraph before Remark 4.2 a (3, n)-
distribution of maximal class has Jacobi symbol isomorphic to Rδs,n−4 with nonnegative integer
s satisfying n−4

2 ≤ s ≤ n − 4. This symbol has rectangular diagram if s = n−4
2 , which implies

that n = 2s+ 4, i.e. n is even.
Item (2) follows from part b) of the proof of Lemma 6.1 applied for the case of rectangular

Young diagram: take equations (6.22) and (6.21), first line there) and plug then into formulas
(6.3) and (6.2).

For item (3) we refer to [42], where all cases of semisimple universal algebraic prolongations
are considered, including our case here.

Let us prove item (4). The flag symbol in the considered situation satisfies all assumptions of
Theorem 7.2: we are in the case of Z grading and each row of the corresponding Young diagram
consist of at least 5 boxes. Therefore to prove item (4) it is enough to show that

(8.11) p(1) = 0.

Note that from part b) of the proof of Lemma 6.1 it follows that p is 2-dimensional and, if the
Young tableaux of our symbol is as in (4.3) then p is spanned by endomorphisms p1 and p2 of X
defined as follows:

p1(fi) = ei, p2(ei) = fi, ∀ − s ≤ i ≤ s; p1|E1
= 0, p2|F1

= 0.

In the terminology used in item (2) of the Theorem p1 and p2 are the endomorphisms induced by

the action of

(
0,

(
0 0
1 0

))
and

(
0,

(
0 1
0 0

))
(considered as element of sl2×gl2) on X

∼= E1⊗R2.

Keeping this in mind, the relation (8.11) can be checked directly from the definition of the first
standard prolongation and this check is left to the reader. �
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